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ABSTRACT
6 7
The scattering of protons of 150-200 MeV from Li and Li 
has been studied using the impulse approximation. In the 
introductory chapter of Part I, the use of high energy proton 
scattering as a probe of nuclear structure and the high energy 
approximations are discussed. The validity of the shell model 
for these nuclei is also considered. The expressions for the 
transition amplitude and the differential cross-section in 
terms of the two-body scattering matrix are also given in 
Part I.
Part II and Part III deal with inelastic proton scattering.
The inelastic scattering yields information on the density
distribution of the p-nucleons which participate in the
transition in the direct interaction theory. The transitions
£
leading to the excitation of the lowest T=1 state in Li and
the transitions to the first and the second excited states in 
7Li are studied using the shell model wave functions. The
effects of distortion are considered. Intermediate coupling
£
wave functions are used for the nucleus Li., but no appreciable
effect is obtained. The results obtained for the transitions
are compared with the available experimental data; the agreement
in general is poor. The possible reasons for the discrepancy
are discussed. The need of accurate experimental results at
7small angles for the transitions in Li are stressed.
- 2 -
Part IV deals with elastic scattering of protons by Li 
7and Li . The results are in good agreement with the experiment.
7
Part V deals with the direct (p,n) reactions in Li <,
The cross-sections for the excitation of the isobaric analogue 
state of the target ground state and for the excitation of the 
mirror state of the first excited level of the target are 
obtained using the two-body scattering matrix.
In the last chapter, results, conclusions and possible 
related studies are discussed.
- 3 -
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PART I
SCATTERING OP HIGH ENERGY PROTONS IN LIGHT NUCLEI 
Chapter 1 - Introduction
The inelastic scattering of high energy protons on light
nuclei has been of interest in recent years as a means of
investigating nuclear structure"^. The analysis of the
angular distribution, polarisation and the asymmetry in ■
scattering of polarised protons in the inelastic reactions
leading to the excitation of low-lying levels of the residual
nuclei, shows that these processes can be described by the
2 3)simple direct interaction picture 9 . For high incident
energies, nucleon wave lengths become comparable with the
distance between nucleons in the nucleus and the multiple
scattering effects become much less important. Further,
one may use the impulse approximation and treat the scattering
from each target nucleon as though it were free, so that the
interaction of the incident particle within the nucleus may
be considered to be the sum of the individual interactions
4-56)with each target nucleon * V .  Thus the effective interaction
between the incident particle and the target nucleus may be
7)expressed in terms of the nucleon-nucleon interaction
- 6 -
The many-body scattering formalism has been developed by
Watson et al5’ using the multiple scattering and impulse
approximations. The multiple scattering approximation essentially
considers only those events where the incident particle scatters
coherently from target nucleon to the target nucleon, i.e., neglects
processes in which the target nucleus is excited in intermediate
states. This is expected to be reasonable at high energies.
9)The impulse approximation formulated by Chew et al. assumes 
that the scattering between incident particle and the target nucleon 
is the same as between two particles when they are free and the 
momentum of the target nucleon is given by its momentum distribution 
in the target nucleus. The usual arguments for the validity of 
this approximation are :
(i) the fast incident particle hits the target nucleon and is 
away before the binding effects can act back on the incident nucleon;
(ii) the incident particle interacts with only one nucleon at a time
(iii) the incident wave does not decrease appreciably when crossing' ■ K ( * _ . ■
the target nucleus.
We can'only hope to justify the use of impulse approximation 
at high energies when the above conditions are expected to be valid.
A considerable amount of qualitative success has been obtained for 
inelastic scattering, especially for prediction of polarization 
produced by normal parity transitions1^^. For elastic scattering
- 7 -
detailed comparison of the predicted and experimentally determined
optical parameters made by Johansson et al11  ^ suggests the failure
* '
of the calculated parameters to give quantitative agreement with
, ...L
the data.
In this work we wish to study the scattering of high energy
protons (100 - 200 MeV) from light nuclei with special reference 
6 7to Li and Li using the impulse approximation. We will be using 
the simple shell model wave functions and oscillator radial
i
functions for all our calculations. We wish to consider only the
shell model because of its easily visualizable character and the
12 13success in describing low energy properties of these nuclei 9 9
14» 15) ai^ j10Ugi1 other models1^’ have also been used with some 
6 7successes for Li and L i ”. : We do not expect the shell model to
13)
be completely satisfactory as it has already been shown to be ,
inadequate in describing certain phenomena. The shell model
often predicts the value of the electric-quadrupole moment which
is an order of magnitude smaller than that observed, although
the sign of the quadrupole moments are generally given correctly.
The experimental E2 transition rates are often correspondingly
larger than those given by the theory. Besides these the
6 7validity of the shell model for light nuclei (e.g., Li and Li )
19)was also questioned recently by Inglis .
The oscillator functions probably yield a reasonable radial
_  8 -
distribution for small r but fail conspicuously for large r 
because of their Gaussian tail where an exponential tail is 
required. In the inelastic scattering and plane wave 
approximation the cross-section is proportional to |]^C%T)| 
where t is the orbital angular momentum transferred in the 
scattering and ^  is the magnitude of the momentum transfer.
Due to the Bassel function dependence which damps out rapidly 
for increasing argument one can say to zeroth order that for 
large cj. only small r is important. Hence for high energy 
scattering harmonic oscillator function? will probably be adequate. 
However, when the large r portion of the wave functions becomes 
important relative to small r portion, oscillator functions may 
become inadequate because of their gaussian dependence in this 
region. This tail region becomes important for forward 
scattering particularly for o where the inelastic cross-
■ X ) i ' ■ ■ ; - ..
section peaks at the forward direction and the effect is quite 
significant. In the distorted wave calculations the cross- 
section is proportional to an average over various momentum 
transfers produced by refraction. Thus the refraction effects 
could produce quite significant contributions from the regions of 
the nucleus which are unimportant in Born approximation. In the 
distorted wave approximation the absorption due to imaginary part 
of the optical potential produces an attenuation of the wave 
function inside the nuclear volume and thus the reaction
-  9. -  ■
predominantly occurs in the outer region of the nucleus.
Keeping all these remarks in mind we shall nevertheless use 
the shell model wave functions constructed form lowest configuration 
and oscillator functions for the radial part of the wave functions. 
The direct interaction scattering have been described by many
•Z Of) ^
authors in the language of the shell model 9 . In the simplest
shell model picture the target nucleus is generally described by a 
closed shell plus some nucleons in the unfilled shell. The total 
momenta of a nucleus are obtained by coupling the individual 
momenta of the core and the nucleons in the unfilled shell.
The ground st^te and the excited states are then characterized by 
i;he extra-core nucleons in the nuclear spectroscopy, as the core 
contributes nothing to the total angular momentum and isotopic 
spin of the nucleus. The individual momenta of the extra-core 
nucleons are coupled to give proper shell model description of the 
nucleus in terms of the quantum number of the nucleus. The 
coupling of the nucleons are generally effected by the two well- 
known coupling schemes? the L-S and the j-j coupling schemes 
which are the two extreme versions of the shell model.
In the shell model to a first approximation it is assumed 
that the nucleon moves independently in a potential which is the 
averaged effect of its two-body interactions with the other 
nucleons. The Hamiltonian may be written in the form
l1
10
where the first term is the Hamiltonian for the particle in 
the central shell model potential, Uij represents the residual 
two-body interaction and the last term represents the spin-orbit 
interaction. The parameter CL determines the strength of the 
spin-orbit interaction. If the parameter CL is so small that 
the spin-orbit interaction is negligible we have the limit of 
L-S coupling, whereas if CL is large enough to make the spin-
i
orbit interaction quite effective and the residual interaction
• | .
is negligible in comparison to the spin-orbit interaction we 
have the j.-j coupling limit. In the L-S coupling the total
' i 1 •
orbital and spin angular momenta L,S are good .quantum' numbers,
\ .
on the other ’hand the total angular momentum of a single particle 
becomes the constant of motion in the j-j coupling. They may be 
represented by the following :-
L-S coupling
j-j coupling
where J is the total angular momentum of the nucleus.
We will be dealing with the nuclei in the if>- shell with the
4. A”4
ground state configuration (is) OH) (The argument for
using the lowest configuration will be discussed later in this 
chapter). The 1^ - shell represents the region of the periodic 
table where the doublet splitting,builds up towards its dominant
2l)character in complex nuclei . We may use either L-S or j-j 
coupling to represent the coupling between the ‘p-nucleons since
one may effect a transformation between the two schemes employing 
the well known 9-j coefficients.
The choice between L-S and j-j coupling scheme is a matter 
of pure expediency in simple calculations, but cases arise where 
a knowledge of which coupling scheme better approximates the 
physical system,is needed. Prom the observed properties of
, ■ ' 2T 23) ■ . ■ i
light nuclei * it is seen that L-S coupling is favoured at 
the beginning.of the Ija -shell, whereas j-j coupling is favoured 
at the end of the shell. For nuclei with mass numbei; A jl-0, 
j-j coupling scheme is more realistic than the L-S coupling, since
it is required to reproduce the proper shell closures in heavier
• !
nuclei. At this stage the spin-orbit interaction can no longer
be neglected and becomes quite important to obtain the magic numbers.
An improvement over the two extreme versions of the independent
particle is the intermediate coupling approximation which takes into
account both the central interaction and the spin-orbit interaction
and also the residual interaction in the Hamiltonian. The ground
state spins of Li^ and B^. are given by J » 1 and 3 respectively.
In the L-S coupling both the spins are given by J ■ 1, whereas the
j-j coupling scheme favours the ground state spin J “ 3 for both
6the nuclei. The observed value of spin of Li , J * 1 indicates 
that the highest orbital asymmetry state is the dominant state and
- 12 -
so L-S coupling is favoured for Li . Also, it may be seen that
24)t}ie magnitude of doublet splitting for the dynamically stable
'i' '
nuclei increases rapidly through the ij^-shell and there is an
inversion of sign of the doublet in going from A = 11 to A * 13,
which could be explained on the basis of j-j coupling scheme.
For A * 7> the separation energy is very small, and the separation 
22of the lowest P doublet states at A * 7 substantiates L-S
coupling near the beginning of the shell. However, the spectrum
of the excited levels does not conform consistently to either
25)coupling scheme, and it was shown by Lane that the reaction
data and decay widths of nuclei in the i)D-shell are consistent 
only with intermediate coupling.
2l) 1Calculations were performed by Inglis in the lp-shell 
nuclei and his results are expressed in terms of intermediate 
coupling parameter a^d L, where cc is the strength of i
the spin-orbit coupling and L and K are the direct and exchange 
integrals which arise from the central interactions Vij. The 
integrals are the direct integral
V i ayr'*') t  ^  dd | cL~*'
.
and the exchange integral
L - j .
-  13 -
and the sign of K depends on the symmetry of the wave function with 
respect to the exchange of the cordinates. This gives rise to the 
energy separation in the singlet and triplet states. If K^ >£l, the 
L-S coupling is favoured, on the other hand if <^K, the j-j coupling 
is favoured.
Intermediate coupling calculations were done by Inglis for
A - & and A - 14 and he made an estimate of the spectrum.for other
nuclei by computing the two extremes and interpolating between them.
Exact calculations by Kurath in the ij^-shell have shown them to
be qualitatively reliable, and reasonable agreement with the
observed spectra is also obtained up to excitation energies of
about 6 Mev, besides the agreement with the ground state spins.
For highly excited states the mixing of higher configuration
probably becomes significant. Other properties of nuclei, like
static electromagnetic moments, nucleon widths, radioactive
transition widths and ft -decay ft-values have not yet been
investigated in detail for all the ijs-shell nuclei, but results
25)of investigation for cases like Ar- 6, 7 and A - 13» 14 are in 
agreement with the intermediate coupling calculations. The 
static electro-magnetic moments in the lj?-shell are consistent
with the parameters deduced from spectrum of excited states *
- 27)However, the examination of radiative transition widths yields
E2 transitions which are generally slow (the Ml transitions are
in agreement) indicating the need for incorporating some collective
-  Ik -
distortion into the wave function.
6 7The predicted level schemes for Li and Li are shown in the 
figures 1 and 2 together with the experimentally observed energy 
level schemes^. It can be seen that they are quite consistent 
>ri.th the L-S limit of the intermediate coupling parameter. It may s
however be noted that other models^*^^ which have been used with
6 7 'some successes for Li and Li also predict the low-lying energy
levels which are in agreement with the observed energy levels.
Considering all the above facts it seems reasonable that
; g
L-S coupled wave functions may be used for calculations in Li and 
7Li which are at the beginning of the ij^-shell. We have used
/ .
L-S coupled functions for all our calculations, except that the
intermediate coupling wave functions in L-S scheme have been used
for Ml transitions in Li (chapter 4) in order to estimate the
amount of error in the pure L-S coupling calculations. No attempts
have been made to obtain the results in j-j coupling as it has
already been seen that the L-S coupling seems to produce better
12 29)agreement in most light nuclei, even for C which is at the
end of the ijp-shell. We have used only lowest configuration and
neglected the core excitation or higher configurations. It has 
30)been shown that it is not possible to obtain a fit to the data
6 ' on Li using a single oscillator parameter even when configuration
mixing and core excitation are included. It may be more realistic
to use two length parameters and assume that this simulates the
- 15 -
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7presence of higher configurations. For Li we have used single 
oscillator parameter as in all other nuclei in the ijp>-shell 
and the two parameters as in Li^ .
- 18 -
Chapter 2 - General Formalism for the Transition Matrix
and the Differential Cross-section.
We consider the process in which the transition from the ground 
state to an excited state is induced by high energy protons scattered 
inelastically by the nucleus. At sufficiently high energies the 
transition from the nuclear ground state Vp. to an excited state 
vb is assumed to be the result of a single energetic collision 
between the incoming high energy protoif and one nuclear particle.
This process is described by the t-matrix- appropriate to a free 
nucleon-nucleon scattering in a short rapge approximation. The 
approximation of replacing the t-matrix inside the nucleus by that 
obtained from free nucleon-nucleon scattering is reasonable at’ high 
energy. It is also necessary to neglect the kinetic energy of the 
target nucleon.
The matrix element for the transition from the ground state 
vb to” an excited state is given by
f
where k, are the incoming and outgoing momenta, %  CX)
and fJ( are the incoming and outgoing wave functions for
the scattered particle respectively. The number N denotes the 
total number of nucleons in the target nucleus. The scattering
-■ 19
operator ’tjC'rj) 13 ^he operator for a free collision between 
the incident proton and the jth nucleon in the nucleus and the 
sum over j goes over all such nucleons.
32)
The operator 4rj(Tj)is in general non-local and the 
kinematics of the nucleon-nucleus system are different from those 
of the two-nucleon system. Considering all the other approximations 
in this treatment these difficulties are avoided by'assuming the 
two-body scattering matrix "tjCXj) as a Poiirt contact function 
depending on the momentum transfer only. Thus we may write
k  Cli) = tj C%) sCx-~£Y) o- a)
where %  ^  f c ' - i s  the momentum transfer. The two-nucleon 
scattering matrix t ( c | r )  is related to the two-nucleon scattering 
amplitude M^-) in the centre of mass system by the relation
M (l-) = - C
where is the reduced mass in this system, m being the
nucleon mass. The two-body scattering amplitude depends on the
spin and isotopic spin of the particles. In the two-body centre-
l)of-mass system it is given by 
M  = A -+ C ( £  ■+ >  ri. + B  + E ^•-4''v' J S ^ e^, <-w J rV 4 r\s
+ F Z ' P  Ti'l O ’O
where (T^  refer to the spins of the incident and the jth
20 -
target nucleon respectively. The vectors a- jo
are unit vectors which form a right handed co-ordinate system 
and are defined by
q - q /|q | q - I  - k “ kj - kc
n = n /j n i n « k X k • k * k (2.5)
'v  / V  /v «-v »%/
A. A. \
p ^ - X n
r>s <v
where k, k 7 are the incoming and outgoing nucleon momenta in
the nucleon-nucleus system, fco,kc are the same for the two-
• , / 
nucleon centre of mass system. (We assume q » k - k whereV 4*>S
/ /
k, k are measured at infinity. Actually k, k should be
33) \measured at the point of interaction ;. The scattering 
coefficients A, B, C, E, F depend on the momentum transfer 
and are also functions of isotopic spin. They may be written 
in the form
A  = ~  (3A»t Ao) C A r  Ao) T  rXj (z .g)
where A^ is the coefficient for the triplet isotopic spin state
and Ao is the coefficient for the singlet state. ZT 9 "Cj*
are the isotopic spin operators for the incident and the jth
target nucleon respectively. The coefficients A^, Ao etc. as
7)tabulated by Kerman, McManus and Thaler contain the factor 
ZL-m, and hence they do not appear explicitly in the
expression for transition matrix when we write in terms of the 
two-body scattering amplitude M(^-). The coefficients have been
- 21
34)obtained from the Gammel-Thaler potential and do not contain 
contribution from the Coulomb potential.
In the centre-of-mass system the differential cross-section
/
for the scattering from k to k is given by 
d <r / . 2.N \**
( S )  C a '7)k N ti / fe ^cfrx. ^ t
where
1  ■  i  [ T ' ( T ‘i )  <*'>
In the above expression J denotes the total angular momentum of
/
the nucleus in the ground state, M, M refer to the initial and 
final magnetic quantum numbers of the target nucleus respectively, 
The factor i is introduced because Tif is a 2 x 2 matrix in the 
spin space of the incident nucleon. We have taken the sum over
final states and average over the initial states to obtain the
t k ^  >
expression fmy cross-section which gives the above expression A
X
for I . The factor (2.N/N + 1) accounts for the ratio of the 
reduced masses in the two-nucleon and nucleon-nucleus systems.
The polarization P becomes
P - mm' l t ~ ~ iJ (*••0
M M
The two-nucleon scattering amplitude may be written as
m  =  m 0 ■+ x ;
M  <5~ (*~lo)
AX.
M c+ Z C
- 22 -
where <5^  ^  are tensor operators of rank one in the spin
space of the target nucleon and are formed in the standard way
• ,o
<TJ +y —
A  
- %
A
- c-j* • ca-±
(x h )
Each coefficient in M is isotopic spin dependent, hence we write 
M - M (W) *+ M(T>) • where ZT“ is also a tensor operator
of rank one in the isotopic spin of the jth target nucleon.
Hence the equation (2.10) becomes
M = M.w) + Mar.'S + ZCrO^M 0O<S
0 - < 2)
The quantities M cC°0 > ^ C( M  e"^c* in elation (2.12) are 
defined by
M o00 - = A C=04 c- O) A
M 10W )
M, + .(0
E O )  X  *3b-
and similarly form M( P>). They are operators in the spin space 
of the incident particle. In making the definition we have chosen 
the axis of quantization along the momentum transfer direction
A/
A
and ^c-axis along n.
For an even-even nucleus only the first term of the two-body 
scattering amplitude M(^) (equation 2.12) which is independent of
- 23 -
the spin and isotopic spin of the target nucleons contributes
7)to the transition matrix all the other terms average to zero
- 2k -
PART II
6INELASTIC SCATTERING OF PROTONS BY Li
Chapter 3 - Excitation of the lowest T = 1 state in Li^
by proton scattering - Born approximation 
calculations,
We consider the process in which the transition to the second 
6excited state of Li from the ground state is induced by high energy
6
proton scattering. The energy level scheme for Li is shown in 
figure 1. It can be seen that the second excited level is the 
lowest state with isotoxjic spin T = 1 and the ground state has 
isotopic spin T s 0. The transition to the T = 1 state due to 
proton scattering yields information on the transition density.
This depends only on the wrave functions of the p-nucleons, provided 
the nuclear wave functions are constructed from the lowest shell 
model configuration. It must be further assumed that the 
transitions are due to the direct interaction between the scattered 
particle and one of the jb-nucleons and that the core of the 
s-nucleons remains passive and contribute to the interaction 
through distortion only. ■ . '
In the impulse approximation the inelastic transition 
amplitude for the scattering of protons from the ground state to
-  25 -
the final excited state is given by expression (2.l). In terms 
of two-body scattering amplitude M( in the centre-of-mass 
system the transition amplitude becomes
c-")
where the summation j is over the p-nucleons only. The other 
quantities in equation (3•1) have already been defined in 
Chapter 2. We use the wave function |JT^ > to denote the nuclear
state corresponding to the quantum numbers J, M, T, M^ , and 
similarly for the final state, where J denotes the total angular 
momentum and T the isotopic spin of the target nucleus. The 
transition amplitude in (3.l) becomes
Tij < Tv7. It) j l c«01X CT) T t)
3 = 1
=  U  A C f e U )
where A (k^ k) is defined by equation (3*2) and n is the number of 
nucleons in the last unfilled shell which are excited in the 
inelastic scattering. We may write the equation (3.2) to denote 
the transition amplitude as in this treatment we assume the 
p-nucleons to be completely equivalent particles and that these 
particles contribute equally.
In Born approximation the incoming and outgoing wave functions 
for the scattered particle are taken to be plane waves. It is
-  26 -
/>  “ T
also assumeclthat 0  ^CX) 2C ex') are spin independent.
We may write
x t x )  = e  1 ~ ’x  | £
X  (X) = e  c ~  | -j-
where j 1 5 m ^  and \ i denote the initial and final isotopic
^^ -+
spin states of the scattered particle. The space part of }( CX)jC^T) 
is given by e x K ' ,(’C|,'f') which may be expanded in terms of 
spherical harmonics.
The transition matrix element in equation (3.2) becomes
A C e \ & )  - < t V',
Using the expression for from equation (2.12), the transition
matrix element in Bora approximation reduces to (see Appendix A)
A Cfc>£) C-')T M ( l' m' T-M IXo)(aI+D^Vt'HXP Y ||TT> 
L JL^ 7
U - M
'+  t o  ( V  n ' T - m  U o O ^ i + X ^ j ' / u ^ Y ^ i l l T T )
z
x i & y - r )  ' +
-  27 -
+ 1
V- T - M  / ' , N . X a . /  I \
jB.-') (J M  J - M | k % ) ( 5 -fe+0 (loi-a(ts.%)
XL---~ I '“'fc
X <^T||I £T* ip'l/ SM X
•t
T-M , /
(T’J
p.
O X
Y .T- t  •-[_ 7 .
4- i_ r'  (T |Vl M I R .^(a/fe + O *■ (1  o i ix 1 R
where
f t  = ( ' 0 '£'[Ca-i+94^]s'i (c|r)
and
j (T)T) - Jc-O2 (-01 ■ XTMT|tMTO0'^ (3
C^T+0'/3L’
which is the same as given by the equation (A.13).
The problem now reduces to evaluating the reduced matrix
elements in equation (3.4)* The reduced matrix elements may be
22)evaluated using standard methods . To evaluate the reduced 
matrix elements we expand the nuclear states | JT^ and (JT^ 
in terms of L-S coupled states. We form the L-S coupled shell 
model wave functions for the nuclear states by suitably coupling 
the angular momenta of the two p-nucleons only. As we are 
considering the direct interaction process the four ls-nucleons 
do not contribute to the transition, and we are concerned with 
only the two p-nucleons outside the closed shell. Hence we may
- 28 *
completely ignore the s-nucleons, and the function jJT^> can 
be regarded as the wave function for the two coupled particles.
Thus we may write
| jt')- = I U  J l )
I / /\ I / / / 'v
\ J Ty> = L S J T y  .
Evaluation of the reduced matrix elements in expression (3.4) yields 
delta functions in spins and isotopic spins S / and c>T'-p • From 
Table 1 we see that in the initial and final states the spins and
/ /  /  V
isotopic spins are different (S = 1, S = 0 and T = 0, T =1;.
Hence, the terms containing the delta functions and
drop out. The only term independent of the delta functions in the
expression (3.4) is the last term which alone contributes to the
transition. The amplitude for the transition to the second excited 
state becomes
•4-1
'TqCB,5) Z | ^ C"0 ^ Cr'J ( J T-mj k
* a o i ^ l ^ X T T f p ^ T j l J T )
X ^  ^M  J  o o
where f(T/,T) is given by equation (3.5). The selection rules for 
the transition are given by
- 29 -
Table 1« Properties of the three lowest states of Li
Excitation
Energy
(MeV)
Spin
Parity
J
Isotopic
Spin
T
L-S
Coupling
State
Intermediate 
Coupling in 
L-S Scheme
0 1* 0 X c1 ^  + ^2 P 1 + c3
2,18 3+ 0 v X
3.56 0+ 1 \ a1 S0 + a2 P0
-JO-
T + T >  K >  | T - j |
t + ' >  > > U -1 I
l i - M  =
' Oj+1
(3.7)
which is the same as given by equation (A.20) for the spin-flip
T  /
tansitions. On substituting the values of J, J from Table 1
we obtain the values of k and £- which are
k = 1 and C -i 0, 1, 2 (3.8)
The reduced matrix element of equation (3.6) separates into
< ^ X | | ? x T * r i | l T T > -  
* < - r  I j r . i i T )  O q;>
22)which is.evaluated using the standard methods . We finally 
Obtain the following expression for the expression (3.9) which 
is given by
■ j _ _
(zL+ >)(aLi-l)(X T +  iX2-1-+ 9 ]
LU+s-i-T-t-v-U f l' l t]c-.>
s' s I
7 ' 7  K .
1 ; L'izi 
I L L
? vN J v\ J
r x  s i)(i t  i t  y
i t  t m
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The expressions in the curly brackets are the well known 9-j and
6-j symbols. We have considered the two p-nucleons in Li^ to be
equivalent particles with spin and isotopic spin for each nucleon
to be equal to and the operator operates on only one of the two
p-nucleons. Further, we assume that the configuration of the
p-nucleons remains same in the initial and final states and the 
/ /
quantum numbers L , S for the excited state are obtained by
/
recoupling the two p-nucleons. So, we can write 
and JLX - 1. in the expression (3.10). When the values
of L, S, J, T for the initial and final states are substituted in 
the expression (3.10) with the values of k and -0 given by 
equation (3.8), we find the expression to be non-vanishing only 
for the value of -L’® O  . For the other values of expression
(3.10) vanishes due to the properties of the 9-j and 6-j symbols. 
Evaluation of the 9-j and 6-j symbols and the reduced matrix elements 
in equation (3.I0) with k = 1 and 0 = 0  yields
<TX x v £ i l TT) = ~ 3 F«cx  (3-'o
where
0°
F0c^r) = i R n w lcCc,i'T ) 'r^ ol'r
o
and denotes the radial function of the p-nucleon. The
function Rl;L (r2) is omitted since the integration over r2 is simply 
the normalising integral for R^^r), and we have omitted the subscript 1
“ 32 -
in equation (3.1*2).
For the radial part we have used the oscillator function
'fx r )  = X ( T )  = ( i b O *  T  ( 3  (3 )
to evaluate the radial integral in equation (3.12). The radial 
integral Foi^) reduces to
f.w - 0- K b") H >  b 1‘V / 4 ) ^
where b is the oscillator length parameter for the p-nucleons.
For k = 1 and { - 0 the transition amplitude for the inelastic 
scattering process becomes
  ■ - 1 ■ |
Ta C *' ft ) = ■ * \ I to M(-D <X r- M \ 1 yU) 0$.
? JUL'-»
y (o o l xju|iX) ( - 3 ^ ) $ Cr>T)lV|tt } (3
-1
Evaluation of the function f(T/, T) yields f(l, 0) - 0 3 )  1 
when the scattered particle is a proton (m^ = = ^)
On substituting the value of f(l,C) in equation (3.15) we get
T
T^Cte',6) = ^  I  C_l) X -  '7 m)(-
/U. = -l *“ ’
(3‘iO
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where (o o i  \ /-a) = 1 for all values of .
Using the symmetry property of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
X  k ' M )  =
m m '
Sh'u &  > fe fe /A/U.
and the relation given by equation (2.8) the expression for I, 
becomes
I. if
** /JV = -t ’
(3-17)
The summation yL\ is taken outside the squared bracket* since the 
cross-terms drop out for . The expression for the
differential cross-section becomes
c t < r
do.
|B|+|d + |F|+ I El21x Fc(%) O't?)
where the coefficients are given by
B -  Bp .
Only the terms labelled ^ of the two-body scattering coefficients 
contribute to the transition in contrast to the terms labelled ^
•arc )
which contributes to the transition to the first excited state . 
This is as expected for a T = 0 to T * 1 transition X  
The expression for polarisation becomes
Z. Re 3C*
? =
(BlN- | t | \  I F|^+ | E|
(3.1*0
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which is the same expression as given by KMT for the inelastic 
scattering of deuteron leading to the break-up into ^So resonance 
at zero energy.
The cross-section for the transition to the second excited 
state is obtained using the equation (3.18) and the values of 
coefficients from tables of KMT for 136 Mev protons. We have
used the value of b • 2.24 fm which is the value obtained
31) 36)previously from analysis of elastic electron scattering data
Data at small ,values of momentum transfer have recently become 
37)available and analysis .of both sets of data yields the value of 
38)b » 2.08 fm. . , We have also used the recent value of b for our
calculations. Results obtained using the different values of the
oscillator parameter b are shown in the figure 3* Comparison
39)with the experimental results for 155 Mev protons shows large 
discrepency between the theoretical values and experimental results, 
when the values of b was taken to be 2.24 fm and 2.08 fm. It was 
seen that a considerable improvement was obtained by using a much 
smaller value of ( b than is required for calculations involving 
the two lowest states of Li . The results obtained with b » 1.60 fm 
is shown in the figure magnitude fit is obtained in this case
but the shape fit is rather poor. The theoretical cross-section 
falls off very rapidly with increasing angles.
To obtain greater accuracy with the shell model calculations ; 
correction for centre of mass motion was applied. This correction
- 35 “
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figure 3a..' The differential cross-sections for inelastic proton scattering to
the second excited state of Li , compared with the experimental 
results at 155 MeV. The full and the dashed curves are for 
b = 2o2^ fm and b = 2.08 fm,respectively.
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Figure 3b. Comparison of the cross-sections in Born approximation for inelastic
6
proton scattering to the second excited state of Li with the 
experimental results at 155 MeV. The full and dashed curves are 
for b = 1.60 fm and b = 2.08 fm, respectively.
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arises due to the fact that the centre of mass of the nucleus 
does not coincide with the centre of shell-model potential well.
In the shell model the pucleons move about a fixed centre. This 
results in a motion of the centre of the mass of the nucleus about 
this centre. The spurious effects due to this motion must be
40 )
considered and such effects have been described Elliot and Skyrme 
One needs to apply a correction factor to the form factor obtained 
from shell model wave functions to account for the centre of mass 
motion. The correction factor for a nucleus with mass number A 
is given by exp ( q^b^/4A) ^  ^ . The corrected form factor is 
given by
' F , m C «  « c K < V " bV 4 A )  ,
where Fsm(q) is the form factor obtained from shell model wave 
functions. For Li the corrected form factor becomes
F O v )  = F0 C%-)
Calculations for the cross-section were done using the corrected 
form factor in place of Fo(q). Results obtained with the 
correction for centre of mass motion are shown in figure 4> 
together with the experimental results. It shows that the centre 
of mass correction does not improve the result to a great extent
- 38 -
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figure The cross-sections obtained in Born approximation with and without
the correction for the centre of mass motion for the inelastic
6
scattering of proton to the second excited state of Li and the 
experimental points at 133 M e V ^ a * 92)^
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and it is not of much importance in this transition, whereas in
6the transition to the first excited state of Li it was seen to
be quite significant and increases the magnitude of the cross-
35)
section considerably .
42)It was suggested by Bodmer and Ali that the p-proton
oscillator length parameter appropriate to the T * 1 state of 
6
Li is different from that of the ground state. They arrrived
at this conclusion from Coulomb energy considerations and
predicted a larger value of the oscillator parameter for the
' 6second excited state of Li . For the ground state and first 
excited state the length parameters,as given by them are
b ■ 2.24 fty T *■ 0 state
c * 2.60 fm T « 1 state j
(3.21)
where c denotes the oscillator parameter corresponding to the 
second excited state.
The form factor Fo(q) was evaluated using the different 
oscillator parameters for the initial and final excited states 
in the radial wave functions. With the parameters b and c the 
form factor becomes
B O )  =  C3' ^
where
The cross-section for the excitation of the lowest T. « 1 
state was obtained using the form factor Fo(q) from equation (3o22) 
and the values of b and c as given by the expression (3o2l) in 
equation (5°18). In Table 2 the theoretical values for the cross- 
section are shown for different values of the oscillator parameter b, 
together with the cross-section obtained by using the parameters b 
and c as given by Bodmer and Alio We see from the Table 2, that 
the difference between the two sets of values given in column (i), 
and (iv) is too small to allow us to distinguish between them0 
Clearly there is no significant improvement over the results 
obtained by using the same oscillator parameters for the initial 
and final excited states.
-  41 -
Table 2.
eC 6- / dLsi, milli barn / steradian
0C.TW*
(deg)
(i) 
b = c 
= 2.2k fm
uncorrected
(ii) 
b = c 
= 2.2k fm
corrected
(iii) 
b= c
= 1.60 fm 
corrected
(iv) 
b = 2.2 -^fm 
c =2.60 fm
uncorrected
(v) 
b=2.08 fm 
c=1.05 fm
uncorrected
(vi) 
b=2.08 fm 
c=2.08 fm
corrected
1.27 10.82 10.83 10.87 10.22 3.67 10.8*1-
3.50 9.71 9.80 10.18 9.08 3.^6 9.91
5.83 7.82 8.00 8,91 7.1V 3.08 8.25
11.63 2.87 3.16 ^.95 2.33 1 • 86 3.59
17.37 0.55 0.68 2.09 0.35 0.92 0.95
23.02 9.038 O .056 0.76 0.009 O.k 2 0 .1*f
33.92 0.012 0.026 0.022 0.011 0.03k 0.017
H.03 2.5x10~3 9.2X10”5 9 .0X10”-5 1.2x1Cf5 k^rto"1* 1.3X10”2
53.08 1.9X10"^ 1.2X10"5 1.2x10~2 5.2x10 1.1x10”^ 2.9X10”3
60.67 1.8x10"^
-k1.9 x10 8.5*10”^ 3.0X10”6 1.7x10“3 6 .5x10“^
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Chapter 4 - Excitation of the second excited state of
6Li by inelastic proton scattering - 
Intermediate coupling calculations.
In order to obtain greater accuracy for the results of cross-
6section for inelastic scattering of protons by Li leading to the 
excitation of the second excited state, we wish to repeat the 
Born approximation calculations using intermediate coupling wave 
functions in "the L-S scheme. In the region between helium and 
oxygen it is a common practice to assume a ground state 
configuration which is principally (ls)^ (lp)^ ~ with perhaps 
some configuration interaction treated as a higher order correction. 
If the effect of configuration mixing is ignored it is possible to 
construct different states from this configuration which are 
consistent with the particular values of the total angular
momentum and isotopic spin associated with a given nuclear level.
One may use either the L-S coupling scheme or the j-j coupling
I
scheme as the basis for constructing the wave function which is 
a linear combination of the different states constructed from the 
lowest configuration.
6 ,
For the ground state of Li , which is J ■ 1 and T * 0, the
•7 ^ > 7
wave function will be a linear combination of S^, and wave
4-
functions. Similarly, the J = 0 , T = 1 excited state will be
x i
combination of P and S wave functions, when the non-central 
o | o
- -
forces are considered. Thus one may write the wave functions 
for these states in the form
$ = (h vf'(upl)+(hi O h o  («-o
T =1 7 7
3" — O
where all the states have been constructed with the lowest
configuration, and the closed shell contributes nothing to the
total angular momentum J and isotopic spin T, and the symbol
vjy ^ + ^ ^ ^  ^  ^ ^ is used to represent the L-S
coupled wave-function corresponding to the resultant angular
momenta L, S, J and isotopic spin for the p-nucleons.
The coefficients m.'c.i' c* and a^  , a„ are normalised to
1* 2 3 .... 1 2
( cl2 +  c22 +  m l * ( ai2 + " li
The coefficients c^, a1 etc. are determined so that the wave
functions fit the available data, such as ground state
quadrupole moments and magnetic moments, and the j^-decay 
< g
properties.... For Li these coefficients have been determined
by Uberall^^ and by Meskov and llfford^-^ .  Their results are
cn =  0 . 9 8 8  +  0 . 0 0 4 ,  c2 =  0 . 1 4 - 7  +  0 . 0 2 5 ,  =  0 . 0 5 5  1  o ° 0 6 5 ^
a 1 =  0 . 9 * H - ±  0 . 0 3 3 ,  a 2  =  0 „ 3 3 9  + J
- 44 -
To calculate the matrix element for the transition we use 
the wave functions given by the expressions (4d) and (4=2) for 
the ground state and the final excited state respectively.
In Born approximation the amplitude of transition is given by 
the equation (3*1), but the initial and final wave functions 
are now replaced by the wave functions given by equations (4d) 
and (4o2-) respectively.. The values of the coefficients c^9 c^
and a^ are very small as shown in’ equation (4<>4)» hence we do not
11 33 13 33consider the transitions P ' — > P and — > P which1 o 1 o
are negligible in comparison to the other transitions in the 
matrix element for the transition. The calculations were
performed exactly as in the previous section (Chapter 3) and it
13 33 11 v 31was seen that transitions S., — * P and P.. — 7 S are1 o 1 o
forbidden due to the'selection rules and the properties, of the 
6-j and 9-j symbols. Hence the contributions to the matrix
13
element for the Ml transition are due to the transitions-
The matrix element for the transition in the intermediate 
coupling calculation becomes
o
S only 
o
(4-5■)
where fjT^ T) is the same as given by equation (3»5)o All the
other terms in the transition matrix element drop out due to the
delta functions and as in hoth the transitions
 ^ 51S and ^D. * , the initial and final spins1 o 1 o* r
and isotopic spins are different. The first term in equation 
(4o5) corresponds to the transition ^ Sq and the second
T *2 *21
term of equation (4.5) corresponds to the transition ^ Sq
respectively. For both the transitions the selection rules are 
given by the equation (3o7)* On substituting the values of J,J 
from Table 1 we obtain the values of k and t> which are k - 1 and 
1 ='Ojl > respectively. We consider the even values of ^besides 
the value of t s 0 since the integral vanishes for odd values of £> 
as we have seen in the previous section.
The reduced matrix elements in equation (4»5) may be evaluated 
using the expression (3.10) and substituting the values of the 
quantum numbers L, S, J, T for the particular states from Table 1. 
On evaluating the reduced matrix elements with k *■ 1 and t - 0, 2 
we find that the first term in equation (4o5) is non vanishing for 
t = 0 only, whereas the second term contributes to the transition 
for 6 = 2 only. Hence the expression for the transition amplitude 
reduces to
-  k6
+y .
M  t - m
T e l  C5.',P) = e o  ~ ^
41=-I
x |c, ( ° ° • H 1 /°9(- w )
+  c3a., (s, o I /^\ t a*) (--/9 ^ c v ) l
* h ^ } ]
where Fo(q) is the same as given by equation (3®12) and the form 
factor F^Cq) for t ~ 2 is given by
a^.C%) = J R^C'r)^ C%r) T d^,-r
. O ^
=• (■ ^  bV4)
The expression I which gives the differential cross-section 
is given by
•+ I
- Jj  =  ^ - ■ 2 c : 0 / U | | a - i e iC o o < /A l 1't 9 ^ ^ ,i ^
a,e3 ( ^ o lya | lu ;)(-/z)F;,C<9}lM 1^ }
I [ | X . + ^ 1  x C4 S)
AJL=-I ■ ^
4 »
=  iL
3
xjl—-1
where
X e = -o.,C, *(ooi xx| IM.) F0 C<V) 
= - <x, C3* Ja. x (a-o i /j.|!
k7
The summation over yiA is taken outside the squared bracket as
/
the cross-terms in equation (4.8) vanish for fA
The expression for differential cross-section becomes
dcr
ci-Ti.
Lfp. cr -t- <t  -f o~o ZL oxj ( 4 CI)
where
sr
crOX
^ X  2.
C i d, i
1 4 | E | %  I I<m\[F| H  x
A  C, C3 a.j*' [ 161%. |C|X+  I Fit. a.|E|2-}-F0(4r)(i.C'V)
V (4'
The coefficients B, C, F and E are given by B = B ^ = -J- (B^ - B0),
and similarly for C, F and E.
The cross-sections were calculated for 156 Mev protons using
the expressions (4.9) and (4.10) and the values of G^, C^ and a^
as given by equation (4.4). The results are shown in the figure 5
• 39)
together with the experimental results . The cross-sections are
obtained with the oscillator parameter b -  1.60 fm. It can be
seen that the contributions due to the additional terms
arid <T1 are too small to produce any appreciable effect.
This is due to the fact that the coefficient CL is very small.
j
, . . 3 )
A similar conclusion was reached by Levinson and Bannerjee
-  kS -
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Figure 3. The cross-section obtained in Born approximation for inelastic
proton scattering to the second excited state of Li using inter
mediate coupling wave functions and the experimental points
at 155 Mev. The theoretical curve is obtained with b = 1„60 fm
and c„ 1.0 , c_, ~  0810,and a„ ~ 1.0 .
I > 1
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However, if is taken to be appreciably larger than the value
k5)indicated by the intermediate coupling calculations * the
agreement at large angles can be obtained. Hence, for the
£
transition to the second excited level of Li , we find from 
our calculations that the intermediate coupling wave functions 
do not produce any significant improvement in the cross-section 
results.
- 50 -
Chapter 5 - Excitation of the lowest T - 1 state of Li^
by proton scattering in Distorted Wave 
Approximation.
In the inelastic scattering the free nucleon both before and
after direct interaction is subject to elastic scattering and
partial absorption by'entire target nucleus. As a result, the
outgoing and the incoming scattered waves are no longer plane
waves, but are distorted by the optical potential. The effects
of distortion are well known^’ .and are quite important
49)even at high incident energies ; the main effect being 
considerable reduction in the inelastic cross-section as given 
by plane wave theory.
A more correct treatment replaces the plane waves by distorted 
waves. This may be done by several methods^* and the
expression obtained for the wave functions of the scattered 
particle will differ accordingly. In this Chapter we wish to 
repeat the calculations of Chapter 3 using distorted waves which 
are obtained exactly fromvah optical model analysis.
The matrix element for the interaction is,written in terms 
of the two-body scattering amplitude M(q) as in Chapter 3.
The nuclear wave functions are taken to be L-S coupled constructed 
from the lowest configuration, and a single oscillator length
-  51 -
parameter b is taken for the radial functions.
The free particle is regarded as moving in the field of 
a complex distorting potential which is taken to be spin- 
independent. Hence the distorted wave functions can be taken 
to be spin-independent and the partial wave expansions for the 
incoming and outgoing distorted waves are given by
V
-ccrL'
K ' "  ' V '  ' ' »
x ;  " I I *
► (5-0
K  M'
where k, k are the incoming and outgoing momenta and the( ■
expansion is about the beam axis where we have chosen k to define 
the polar axis, (h) is the angle of scattering. The function 
fp(kr) is the radial part and is a solution of the equation
4 *, + A i  . ,(r)+ k4 Ufe.t)=o
d.Ts' ~T dT -j-x. Jfji- tyt t5
(s.z)
Vopt(r) is the distorting optical potential which we take to be 
of the form
= -VG e °iT_ ; W 0e'^ (s. 3;
- 52 -
0 0
and k = (2m/h )E, where E is the centre-of-mass energy and m 
is the reduced mass of the incident particle. The radial
' f .•
function fp(kr) satisfies the appropriate boundary conditions 
and (Tp in the equation; (5.l) is the Coulomb phase shift for 
the pth partial wave.
Prom equation (5,.l)» we have
A * X *  “ IX 1 ^  v (47.)
K M (5,4)
The spherical harmonies in (0,^0 may be combined to give
V W Y i4 > , «  , ( - O ' S h e e , «■Y ^ ,  m
' —  
r* r(fx 1X 4 + ')(2 P +  Q 1 x
. 22)
I<-o
"Poo
-  I t
P,U)
47^
> K P
K0 -/A CO
* (> V F)Y " (*+)
o o j  ‘?,C0   ^ '
(^^+0 (2.^ + 0 (2.P+1)
47^
V|> t> P
ko CO
o o
P)Y
O / ' P,
Ot)
to
(6-5)
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so that the expression (5.4) becomes
I Z Z ^   ^ 4k+l) D C:2'T>'4" 0
\> K'm'p4
8; : > - 4 “Y ^ '  p 'JJp Jr [o -/a u) J Vo o o
* Y pX 0''8)Y|jy(®'o)e;CV'rK) (5. y
We now evaluate the matrix element 4n equation (3.2) using 
\ . * 
the expression (5.6) for the distorted waves. Proceeding as in
Chapter 3 the matrix element for the transition becomes
AGs'AWZ.
p Km  p»to
‘ Io /> \0 -/A CO /Vo o oy
X  e ^ V V K j a ^ ^ l K f t )
K,Q
“t i
x X^ 1^/ |k q)4K+i)
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where f(T/,T) is given by equation (3.5) and Pl,i / * ,(^r) .
r P r j3
In this case also, only the term M, (|S)of the two-body scatteringI-/A
matrix contributes to the transition and all the other terms drop 
out due to the selection rules as in the case of the plane wave
approximation. In the expression(5.7) T"Zn is the tensor
1 " 22) ^ operator formed in the standard way
y p.u °;,a> 1 'u >K ®) ^
’ K.R
Prom the Clebsch-(Jordan coefficients in equation (5.7) the
selection rules are given by
a.) J+ X X  K  >1 J-T|^ M - M -  q
b) P + ! >  K ^ . | P - l | ,  q  = + ^
(5'4)
/
Prom Table 1, when we insert the values of J,J we have
K = 1 and Q = 0, i  1 from equation (5.9a), and from the additional
selection rule (5.9b) P = 0, 1, 2 and 6) = 0, since Q = 0,4; 1 “ - 60
where the values of /A are y(A = 0,4l.
When we evaluate the reduced matrix element in equation (5.7)
I ' ' ' ■ 1 ^
with K = 1 we find that the only allowed value of P is P = 0 for
which the matrix element is non-vanishing. The reduced matrix
element in equation (5.7) reduces to
I/ 7  %  llTT) =  l =  C$'l0)^  >' k k  K I 1 ‘ J d *  14
-  55 -
where
<Sa
r V )  ■ L ( k 'r) ,o 't ) t  c<r
li J I3
( s -»0
Prom the properties of the 3-j symbols in equation (5.7) we see
that for P = 0, p^ = p and /j/ - CO. Hence for P = 0, CO » 0
/it follows that yu = o, so that the spherical harmonic in equation 
(5.7) may be written in terms of Legendre polynomial
Y  (ft.) •
47\
*• P C®s(S
V
(4 + 1) ** p  C«s(©) (s'. 12.)
+* J
where we have put p^ - p. On substituting the equations (5.10)
and (5.12) in the expression (5.7) and on further simplification
the transition matrix element reduces to 
i
X  ,. r T- M  . / ’
2 C al, + l)C-0 (I M T-M| |/a)
pIL- - I
Z  <• (5* t
x P  cos(@) e K T  (5-nO
>  x P b 1,-M
The expression for the differential cross-section becomes
cLo-
d.O-
\qz 2. 2. Z X'| E I + I Bl + |C I + I FI F. (5.14)
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where
and B, C, E, P are the same as in the previous sections.
The calculations for the radial integral are carried out 
using exactly the same computer programme as in reference (51) 
.'to generate the distorted waves and to evaluate the function Fp 
given by equation (5*15)• Calculations have been carried out 
for [different distorting potentials, using the oscillator length 
parameters b = 2.24fm and b = 1.60 fm. Results obtained for 
incident energies 156 Mev in the distorted wave approximation 
are shown in the figure 6 together with the experimental results 
for 155 Mev protons. The distorted wave calculations show 
better agreement with the experimental results at very small 
angles only, but there is clearly no improvement in the region 
of the minimum in Born approximation. There is no evidence 
that the distortion causes any significant filling-in of this 
minimum. At very small angles Coulomb effects may be present 
and at large angles multiple scattering effect may also be
' , / \ >* > /-■/W-' ' ' /■> ' ’ ' .  ^ .
significant. It is not possible to apply the correction for 
the centre-of-mass motion in the partial wave calculations.
It has already been shown in Chapter 3 that the centre-of-mass 
correction is not significant for the transition to the second
- 57 -
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6. The cross~sections in Born approximation and distorted wave approximatior
6
for inelastic proton scattering to the second excited state of Li and 
the experimental results at 155 MeV"^a ’
6 ' excited state of Li . Prom the results we find that it is not
possible to improve the results for the cross-sections in this
transition above a certain limit and the slight improvement at
very small angles which we do obtain is barely sufficient to
account for the discrepancy between the theory and experiment.
Part of the disagreement may be due to the inadequacy of the
nuclear wave functions, and that core excitations or higher
configurations have been neglected. A more realistic radial
function obtained from a finite well may produce better agreement
with the experiment as it has already been shown in (p^2p)
reactions that the oscillator radial functions are
unsatisfactory^* ip) #
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PART III
INELASTIC PROTON SCATTERING FROM Li7
Chapter 6 - Excitation of the 0.^78 MeV level
by inelastic proton scattering
r>k 55)
Recently several measurements " ’ have been made of the
differential cross-sections and polarization in the inelastic
7scattering of 155 MeV protons by Li • Theoretical interpretation
of the angular distribution for the scattering to the 0*'V78 MeV
7 17 55 56)level of Li have been given by some authors ’ * whose
calculations are based on known facts about the free nucleon-
nucleon scattering and using a unified model for the nucleus.
In this work we wish to analyse the scattering of high energy
7protons from the first excited level of Li in terms of free
nucleon-nucleon interaction, using the shell model wave functions
in the L-S coupling scheme constructed from lowest configuration
and oscillator functions for the radial part of the wave functions.
. 7The observed low energy spectrum of Li resembles that 
expected on the basis of the L-S coupling scheme for the three 
1p-nucleons outside the closed shell. The energy level scheme is 
shown in the figure 2. Since the nucleon-nucleon interaction is 
dominantly attractive, which favours low-lying states of maximum
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orbital symmetry in the nucleus, we expect the lowest states of 
7Li to be spatially symmetric states with maximum orbital
symmetry. Hence, in the presence of a central attractive
potential and in the limit of L-S coupling, the lowest states of 
7Li may be considered to be states with highest orbital symmetry.
22The low-lying levels may be described as the members of the P 
and P doublet, both having the orbital symmetry Jjj] • The 
spin-orbit interaction taken as a perturbation splits both the 
doublets with the greater J in each doublet lying lower. Thus
we have the J » .3. state to be the ground state and J = jr state
z
22
to be the first excited state which are the members of the P 
doublet, both having the samp negative parity. Somewhere above
these levels we expect the P doublet with J ■ 2- and J *
X  -X
states as the members of the doublet with the greater J level 
lying lower.
7
The structure of Li has been studied by many people on the
basis of intermediate coupling shell model assuming a variety of
23 44 57 58 59)nuclear forces and different nuclear models * * * *
All Of these calculations predict the first five states as
negative parity states with J = 3_ , J., j L  , JE. and JL .
Z Z X x X
The observed energy level agrees fairly well with the predictions
if the observed J = JL”  level at 7.46 Mev is considered to be
Z
the higher J = ^  calculated level. Experimentally, the J »■£
pp
state of the P doublet has not been observed, though the
61 -
existence of a level with unidentified spin and parity at 6.53 Mev 
have been reported . In the L-S coupling picture, the well
known odd parity level JL at 7.46 Mev may be described as an
Z
orbital P state with a space symmetry [_2,lJ , lower than that of
22
the ground state and one expects the -*-eve^ ^ave an
excitation energy around five to six Mev in agreement with detailed
58, 61) 44)calculations and predictions of Meshkov and Ufford .
Besides the level scheme, the magnetic moment of the ground 
7
state of Li and p -de§a^ ft-values of the mirror transition 
7 7Be - Li agree fairly well with the theoretical predictions
22based on the assignment of a pure L-S coupling P wave
function belonging to the highest orbital symmetry to the ground
■ 7states of these nuclei. Some other properties of the Li nucleus 
such as magnetic moments, transition rates and reduced widths for 
nuclear reactions also, been determined using the shell model wave 
functions in the L-S and j-j limits, as well as with intermediate 
coupling wave functions"^.
7
Table 3 shows some of the electro-magnetic properties of Li
■ 7
which favours the L-S coupling for the Li nucleus. Moreover,
23) 44)detailed studies by Kurath and Meshkov and Ufford show that
the admixture of other states are rather small for the ground 
. 7
state of Li .
We wish to calculate the differential cross-section for the
7
excitation of the 0.478 Mev level of Li assuming pure L-S coupling
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TABLE 3.
Electromagnetic moments and the Life-time of the first excited 
7state of Li e
Experiment Odd-proton L - S  
model coupling
j..- j
coupling
Unified
model
Quadrupole
Moment
q (b)
- 0.02+0.02 -0.029
Ground state 
Magnetic 
Moment
A  (n.m.)
3.26 3.79 3,10 3.03 3.20
life-time of
the
0^78 MeV 
state 
C M1( sec,)
-1*f9+1x10
—1 ^
15.6x10
-1 k
11.9x10
—1427.3x10
-14
1^x10
The experimental values are from references 28, 62 and the 
theoretical values are from references 17 and 25.
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65)wave functions . From the above discussion of the observed 
energy levels and the electro-magnetic properties in Table 3 we
see that the pure L-S coupling wave function is favoured for the
but th:
7 59)
7
three nucleons in Li , is is not adequate to explain the
quadrupole moment in Li
In the impulse approximation the amplitude of transition 
from the ground state to the final excited state is given by 
equation (3.l). The summation j is over the extra-core nucleons
7
which contribute to the direct interaction. In Li the total 
number of nucleons in the target is given by N = 7 and the extra- 
core nucleons are the three p-nucleons, r
We denote the initial and final state wave functions for the 
three p-nucleons by | JT^ and |JT^ where the quantum numbers 
are obtained by coupling the three p-nufc&eons. We consider only 
the lowest configuration and that the initial and final state
configurations remain same. In this case, the wave functions
> / /and | J T \  refer to the ground state and first excited
state of Li^ with J - —  , T =• i and J = 1  , T = £ respectively.
In Born approximation the transition amplitude for scattering
.7of proton from the ground state to the first excited state of Li 
becomes (Appendix A)
C = 3 < ^ |  M (f) | Tt)
- 64
T". ( r ' k) - 3 X - O  ( t ’m  j - m  | io) (at+ 0  A
C.^. » ,w
X ( <  JTflfx Y j T T > 8 M ^ M T  M 0C*)
+  <  T T I  ftYt*c, 1]T t )  |cf,T) M c;(P)] 
+ 2 ^  2 C ? ' m ♦ 5 *
>a*-i ^
x ( U l W  Kt){< * t' II5.T, 
+ < J V  I! IJ TRr, 11 T>f (t',t) N  (W J]
(6.1)
/
where f(T ,T) is given by the expression (3.5).
A convenient way of evaluating the matrix elements in 
equation (6.1) is to decouple the wave function of the last 
odd particle from the rest of the nuclear wave function
using the fractional parentage technique developed by
6L)
Jahn et al. . In the L-S coupling scheme the wave functions
.7for the ground state and the first excited state of Li with 
the configuration (1p)^ and orbital symmetry £3^ become 
( Appendix B)
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t  ( p L 3 ] a5- P 3 ) 
'o '/a.
From the expressions (6.2) and (6.3) we see that both the 
ground state and the first excited state have the same parent
states and same fractional parentage coefficients. The parent
13 13 31 31
states are the S, D, S and D two nucleon states. The
last p-particle is coupled to the parent states to give the 
22 22P a n d  Pi states. The t-matrix operates on the last
2
odd p-particle in the equations (6.2) and (6.3),
The selection rules for the transition are obtained from
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in (6.7) which are the same
as given by equations (A.19) and (A.20). On substituting
/
the values of J, J from Table 4 we obtain the following 
selection rules
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Table k.
7 7Properties of the three lowest states of Li and Be
Excitation Spin
-- ' ... . ' . . ....- . . .
Wave functions
Energy Parity Intermediate L - S 3 - a
(MeV) J 7* Coupling limit limit
22p3/2P J  + 22p 3/2 C211
0 3~
2 ■ |
♦ % /2M
+ 22D3/2[2l] + 2(fD5/2[2^
_2S /2r3i
_3
p3/2
O A 78 - Li7 
0.1*33 -  Be7
1~
2
22pv2M + 22pi/2C21l
+ % 2C21]
+ 2\/2C21] + 22sv2r111]
22pV2H _3p3/2
V.63 - Li7 
i*.53 - Be7
7“
2 22VaH +
i
2% / 2|>]
3
P3/2
= 1 , 2 (6.4)
for the no spin-flip terms and
k ss" 1 , 2  and -6 = k, k + 1, (6.5)
for the spin-flip terms.
We write the reduced matrix elements in the equation 
(6.1) in the form
<  J  V  || Pl Yx  P  T >  <5 N
<3-V|fiTfer(||xT>:f(T;T).Q
v (6.6)
where » (M j^  ^ are the reduced matrix elements for the
no spin-flip terms and fS are same ^or
spin-flip terms of the transition matrix element.
The reduced matrix elements are evaluated using standard 
methods*^ and substituting the expressions (6.2) and (6.3) 
for the nuclear wave functions. (Appendix C). On evaluating 
the reduced matrix elements with the selection rules in (6.4)
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and (6.5) we find that the matrix elements reduce to zero for 
all odd values of t. This is due to the term ^LfUYj^lj 1 
which reduces to zero for ® 1 and Z  « I t 3
where 'I y denote the orbital quantum numbers for the
p-nucleon in the initial and final state respectively. 
Hence, for the no spin-flip terms the allowed value of t is 
(/» 2 only, and for the spin-flip terms we have k * 1, 
i  - 0, 2 and k - 2, t m 2 only. On evaluating the reduced 
matrix elements we finally obtain the following expressions
Zo(
h. C(}r)
j «■)'
4= fit*)
45
arid
(fe ■ 7)
Gl = Q  a
k M  10ft
F.C*)
Q  =  Q  n1R(2>
Q
' i C v )
5
where P0(q) and are the form factors and are defined by
equation (3.14) and (4.7) respectively.
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Hence, using the expressions (6*7) and (6.8) , the
transition amplitude becomes
• - O '  S O  = 3
y-M
C-0 ( t ' m '  3 - ^  | a o X " r )
x f*3Mo t<) -- M 0.
■+ o  e o
-J “ H  r /  /  ■
Cr'J (J M  T - M |  I
x [(oo^l.yu)! F/%-) + 0 ° > H  £(*)
+ ( l ' H  J  - M j a p) (xo i /.a j X'/J9 ^ .  Fx <*»
(fe-q)
The expression for I is obtained using the symmetry properties 
of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients ; on simplification we 
obtain the following expression :
I i 4
(mi + ici J) Fac%) +
'■& 8 ' ' S C
( rt/ « (V 2. . • rw -2. ^ ^IBI + I d  + | FI t  I El )  f^(\
q x 2.5"
r>» *) /w -) f"V 7-. ’ 2_ \
4  (  I B ! +  i<M 4  i Fi  - a ! E i  ) F cC%
4 ___ (jBi^ ^  Ifi 3 Cir) 1
z $ x i  o ^
it*)
0>'io)
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On further simplification the expression (6,10) becomes
L -
'2. /
( Iai + iti j
2 5
-l-|E|2’+ H  (lBi\ I t i W i 1)} FC%) 
2.5 iooo J *
n+S 1.
(_4 .t1)
/ / C* (W /v> <V
where the coefficients A, C , B , C , F and E are given by
A = 3 — A B = B<x * B p (6.12)
/ /v /V
and similarly for C , C ,F and E.
The expression for the differential cross-section for the
7excitation of the 0.^78 MeV level in Li by proton scattering
is given by
dcr
A & -
Ja_ t 
16 ll (6.13)
where Ij. is given by the equation (6.11), and the polarization 
P is given by
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T , F  =  a - f  C  —  R t  A C  •+ 5 2 .  R e  B  C  
J-i1 L 2 5  ^  1 0 0 0
/j rJ * I
+ -±-.Re. P> C Fe Cir)
4 3 _  R & B C  * FC'V) RjCV)
I £T -i
( C •1+)
The cross-sections for scattering of 156 Mev protons as
obtained by equation (6.13) are shown in figure 7 together with
54. 55)the experimental results for 155 Mev protons for
7
comparison. The electron scattering results on Li are not
very extensive and we have used the value of the oscillator
parameter b - 1.72 fm which is suggested from the available
66)
electron scattering data . Comparison with experimental 
results shows large discrepancy between theory and experiment.
The theoretical calculations predict the transitions to be
due to I = 0 and £ «  2 which is in agreement with the electron
7 66) 17)
scattering results in Li . Theorectical calculations
also predict the transition to the first excited state to be
dominated by Ml transitions. However the plot of the theoretical
results shows a strong forward peak in the differential cross-
section which corresponds to the £ - 0 transition and the peak
due to the 1 = 2 term is not differentiated. The experimental
results*^* on the other hand indicate the transition to be
• 1 X.
predominantly E2 transition and proportional to j 3J^ Cclr"r) 1 
which represents the Bassel function dependence associated with
- 72 -
1.5
1.0 -
d<r
d.51
mb/ste]
.0.5
0 
10
Figure 7.
'< Newton et al.
Tatnscheff et al.
& cm
to 
( deg.)
The differential cross-section in Born approximation for inelastic,
7
proton scattering to the first excited state of Li at 1.56 MeV,
5i{. 55) ,
compared with the experimental results * . The theoretical
curve is for b = 1.72 fm and corrected for the centre of mass motion.
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the direct interaction theory. The experimental results are 
few at low momentum transfers and contain large uncertanties
since the energy gap between the first excited state and the
7 .
ground state of Li is only 0.478 Mev. The large experimental
errors at small angles makes it rather difficult to arrive at a
definite conclusion regarding the multipolarity of the transition.
The contribution to the differential cross-section due to the 
different terms in the expression for cross-sections are shown in 
separately in the figure 8. It shows that at very small angles 
the cross-section is dominated by the t = 0 spin-flip terms and 
falls off rapidly towards zero at about 30°, and at large angles 
the main contribution to the cross-section is due to the t = 2 
terms in the transition-matrix. If however the contribution due 
to the 2. » 2 term which corresponds to the E2 transition is 
increased and the contribution due to the 0 term is decreased 
it may be possible to observe the different peaks due to the two 
types of transitions involved in the scattering to the 0.478 Mev
7
level in Li . At small angles Coulomb effects may be significant 
and if the distortion effects are considered there may be 
considerable reduction in the magnitude of the cross-section 
especially at small angles, although the effects of distortion 
may be different in the two types of transitions. Besides this, 
the shell model wave functions in general predicts much smaller 
value for the cross-sections in E2 transitions. It is probable
—  74 -
ster.
;o 20 bo 60
:0 cm ( d®s-) '
figure 80 The differential cross-sections for inelastic scattering of 1^6 MeV 
protons from the first excited state of Li , due to the different
terms in the transition matrix element. Curves 1,2 and .3 are for 
1=0, 4=2 and the cross terms in i=0 and -4=2 » respectively.
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that the two peaks due to the two types of transitions in the 
theoretical cross-section are not distinguished in the figure 7, 
due to the above mentioned reasons. It would be of interest to 
study ithe effects of distortion in this case. Due to the small 
energy gap between the two levels, it is very difficult to obtain 
experimental results accurately, as any contribution from elastic 
scattering would cause a significant change in the inelastic 
scattering results. In order to explain the discrepancy between 
theory and experiment we need accurate’ experimental results at 
small angles, and our explanations are restricted due to the 
large experimental errors at small angles and lack of experimental 
points at very small momentum transfers.
It has been suggested that the collective model can be applied
I.:’ 67) g*Jt N
to the nuclei in the Ip-shell. Moszkowski and Kerman have
both suggested that the low-lying levels of Li may be described
by the strong coupling collective model for Bohr and Mottelson .
In the unified model the first three levels may be considered as
the members of the K ».Jr rotational band in a deformed nucleus and
that the transitions within the same rotational band is enhanced
strongly. The ratio of the relative cross-sections for the
7first and second excited levels of Li are then predicted by the
unified model, which agrees fairly well with the experimental
ratio^* ^9). This striking agreement supports the interpretation-
56)
of energy level scheme as a rotational band •
76 -
In such a case where the ground state and the excited 
states which ai;e members of a rotational band are strongly
70)coupled, it may be necessary to do coupled channel calculations
Born approximation calculations with L-S coupled wave functions
may not be adequate to explain the inelastic scattering results 
7
in Li • Intermediate coupling calculations and distortion effects
need to be considered in order to test the validity of our shell
model calculations.
The polarization results for 156 Mev protons as obtained from
equation (6.14) are shown in figure 9 and are compared wiill the
54)experimental results . It shows fairly good agreement with the
experimental results. Polarizations obtained in Born approximation
!
give fairly good results at small angles, but it has been shown 
7l)recently that this is hot in general true and in some cases
the spin-orbit term in the distorting potential produces significant
effect on the polarization. The polarization results are rather
insensitive to the oscillator parameters (this can be seen from
figure 9 where we have plotted the results obtained with different
values of b for comparison) and do not depend on the details of
7 72)structure of the nucleus * .
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& crrv ( de^*)
figure 9« Polarisations of protons scattered inelastically from the first
7
excited state of Li compared with the experimental .results at
155 M e V ^  . Curve a is for b « 2.08 fm and curve A is for b = 1,60 fm.
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Chapter 7 - Excitation of the 4.63 Mev level by
inelastic proton scattering.
In this chapter we wish to calculate the cross-section for
inelastic scattering of protons to the second excited level of
7LI using impulse approximation. Itfe neglect the distortion of
the Incoming and outgoing waves as in the case of the first
excited level. In the limit of L-S coupling the second excited
level at 4.63 Mev i^ described as the inembter of the F doublet
with total angular momentum J = 2 ” orbital symmetry [3] (Table 4).
In Born approximation the matrix element for the transition
due to proton scattering from an initial state |«£T^  , to a final
state jj3T ^  is given by the equation (6.1). |J, T/ and |j , T y ,
7refer to the ground state and the second excited state of Li ,
respectively. In the lowest configuration, the wave function for
the three p-nucleons which are recoupled to give Jy = 7 *- and
T7 = i are obtained using the fractional parentage expansion and
Is given by (Appendix B)
.........
•Js, K Vz
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13 31The parent states are the D and D two-nucleon states,
whereas the parent states for the ground state wave function are
13S, 31S, ^D, and states (see equation (6.2) ).
The selection rules for the transition are obtained from
equations (A.19) and (A.20) on substituting the values of
J, J from Table The selection rules for the transition
22 22 
p^/2 F7/2 are given by
1 = 2 ,  m ' - M = 0 (7.2)
for the no spin-flip terms, and 
a) k = 2, 3, M / - M  = 0 + 1
t) I = 2,
for the spin-flip terms of the matrix element. All the other 
values of and k are excluded due to the fact that odd values 
of 1 give zero contribution to the matrix element. The maximum 
allowed value of i  is 1 = 2  only, since we have the single 
particle operator between the 1-p nucleons (ls = l j = 1).
On applying the selection rules given by equations (7.2) 
and (7*3)i the transition amplitude becomes
T q C V , f e )  = ^ 1  C - 0 T ' M  c t ' m '  t - M
+  C - 0 J  M  ( j ' m *  T - m |  k  f ) ( a - k + i ) 2'
l * Z k  = z , 3
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(7.3)
where j V ^ , etc. are defined as in the .equation (6.6).
We evaluate the reduced matrix elements using the formulae
(6.1 - C.5) as given in the Appendix C. The contributions to
13 31the matrix elements are due to the D and D two-nucleon states 
of the initial state and final state wave functions, the others 
vanish due to the orthogonality of the wave functions. Evaluation 
of the reduced matrix elements yields
7; ^
Q a a *  ~  = ~ isT$
Q.ZZc( ' = " f r  F = Clr)
Hence, the transition amplitude for scattering of protons to
7the second excited level of Li becomes
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On substituting the expression for Mo(°C ), Mo((3) etc. from
equation (2.12) in equation (7.5) and on further simplification 
we obtain the differential cross-section which is given by
- i! I. (7 0
d a  it-
where
T  = + ieT) + SL I EIX+ 43 (iSiVici^ IF11;} C7-7)a- 2.5 L 3S 3,10 J
/
and the coefficients A , B etc. are given by
A' - 3 V A e> , -.8 »
/ r>j iv iv
and similarly for C , C , E and F .
The polarisation P becomes
T T> & 3, T Li. (Re A & *+ —  ^  ^  )~l (?'*)
±^x L zc5 v <^ 10
where is given by equation (7.7).
From our calculations we see that the transition to the
second excited is due to !=■ 2 only and is a pure E2
69)transition. This is in agreement with the experiment and 
electron scattering results^^ .
The cross-sections are calculated for 156 Mev protons using 
the equation (7.6) and are shown in figure 10, where we have 
multiplied the theoretical results by a factor of 2. The
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2010
lre 10. The differential cross-sections for inelastic proton scattering to
n
the second excited state of Li' at 1^6 MeV, compared with the experi-
75)
mental results for 181 MeV protons' . The full and dashed curves 
are for b = 1„72 fm and b = 2 o08 fm, respectively,, The theoretical 
results have been multiplied by 2»
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o9)experimental points are due to 185 Mev protons. At present
there are no experimental results at 155 Mev energies and our
calculations are restricted to this energy as we have tabulated
values of the two-nucleon coefficients at energies 90, 156 and 
7)
310 Mev . Comparison shows the shape of the angular distribution 
to be in good agreement with experiment, but the magnitude of the 
calculated cross-section is 2-3 times smaller than that given by 
the experiment. The maximum of the experimental curve occurs at 
slightly smaller angle than that predicted by theory. The 
oscillator parameters are seen to be quite significant as the 
magnitude and the position of the peak also depends on the value 
of the parameters used. The results are corrected for centre of 
mass-motion which improves the result considerably. It may be 
noted that we have used Born approximation only, whereas the
distortion effects have been ignored. The distortion effects are
1 49)
not negligible at 156 Mev incident energies and in general results
in a reduction of the cross-section with' little effect on shape and
position of the peak. Hence, we obtain clear evidence for enhance-
ment over shell model calculation.
In Li , the excitation to the 2.18 Mev level is due to E2
transition and we are faced with a similar situation. The
6 35)
excitation of the 2.18 Mev level of Li has been studied in detail^
using shell model wave functions. The theory predicts it to be -
an electric quadrupole transition which is in agreement with the
- 84 -
39)experimental results . In this case a shape fit was obtained 
but the magnitude was too small by a factor of at least two.
Centre of mass motion improved the results but the distorted wave 
calculations showed considerable reduction of the cross-section.
30) ■The effect of configuration mixing was seen to be insignificant .
Thus in both cases, the shell model calculations failed to produce
the correct order of magnitude for'the E2 transition cross-sections.
27 29)
Detailed calculations * for E2 transitions to the low-
lying levels of light nuclei show that the experimental transition
rates for E2 radiation are correspondingly larger than those given
by shell model theory, indicating a need for incorporating some
collective distortion into the wave function. The effect of
configuration mixing and core excitation may produce a sizeable
12 73)
enhancement and was seen in C , but failed to produce the
same for Li^ .
As mentioned earlier in last chapter, there is a strong
> 7
evidence that the low-lying states of Li may be considered to be
56 )
members of the same rotational band in a deformed nucleus 
Transitions within the same band are thought to be collective in 
nature and as such will be enhanced relative to corresponding 
transitions predicted by the independent particle picture.
The rotational model predicts the transition to be due to electric 
quadrupole transition which is in agreement to the shell modtl 
prediction and the experiments * Calculations \ for the
- 85
E2 transitions (Li^, J = 1 — ^ J = 3 ; Li^ J « j5 J - 7) in
6 7  ^ 2
Li and Li with the rotational model indicate the need for
incorporating higher configurations and core deformation. It. may
he of interest to apply the rotational model to these nuclei in
order to obtain some information regarding the structure.
The polarization results for 156 Mev^protons, as obtained from
equation (7.8) are shown in figure 11 together with the experimental 
75)points for 181 Mev protons. These show good agreement with the
experimental points. Thus we see'that .-the-polarization'obtained.'
■ 7 ■
in.Born approximation for both the inelastic transitions in Li are
in good agreement with the experiment. This is not unexpected, as
the polarization of the inelastically scattered protons to a large
extent is independent of the details of the structure of the target
7 72 76)
nucleus and also of the excitation energy ’ * . However
experimental results for the polarization of protons at 156 Mev are 
needed for detailed comparison as the polarization depends to some
i ■ ■
77)
extent on the energy of the incident particle . The distorted 
wave calculations may be important also for the polarization as it
71)
has been shown recently that the spin-orbit term of the 
distorting potential is quite significant at smaller angles.
From the cross-section results we have clear indication for 
enhancement over shell model calculations, but no definite conclusion 
could be reached regarding the structure until we have more accurate 
experimental results at the correct incident energies and detailed
-  86 -
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*x.mf deg.)
figure 11. Polarizations of 156 MeV protons scattered from the ^.63 MeV level 
of Li "^compared with the experimental results for 181 Mev protons'^ 
The theoretical curve is obtained for b = 1.72 fm.
calculations with distorted waves and higher configurations 
are done for these nuclei.
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PART IV 
ELASTIC SCATTERING
Chapter 8 - Elastic scattering and polarization
6 7of protons by Li and Li .
The elastic scattering of nucleons on nuclei has, been
nro
described successfully in terms of the optical model potentials * 
7Q 80 ^ ’
f \ The nucleon-nucleus scattering at high energies has
81) ! 'been studied by a number of authors using the optical model
potentials, which was seen to be inadequate to explain the
scattering from comparatively light nuclei . On the other hand,
tlie use of impulse Approximation has made it possible to reduce
the complicated problem of nucieon-nucleus scattering from a
complex potential to a simple problem of scattering of a nucleon
from a generalised two-body potential which is however non-local 
7) .
for finite nuclei '. In a local approximation the optical 
potential is obtained in terms of the free two-nucleon scattering 
matrix and the nuclear density. The optical potential obtained 
in this way has been used*^ to analyse high energy proton
scattering data with fair amount of success.
The elastic scattering of protons from light nuclei have been 
studied by some authors^2* using the impulse approximation , 
and the expressions for the differential cross-section and
- 90 -
polarization have been obtained in terms of two-body scattering 
amplitudes. In this work we wish to calculate the differential 
cross-section and the polarization of elastically scattered protons
6 7
from Li and Li using the impulse approximation and the'two-nucleon 
scattering amplitude
The matrix element for the elastic scattering process may be 
written as
where ^ j ^ / denote the ground state wave functions of the
+  —
target nucleus and (*r) 3CCT) are the incoming and outgoing wave
functions for the scattered proton which we consider to be plane 
waves. The sum is over all the W nucleons in the target nucleus
MM ?  ~ ■
and T denotes the elastic scattering amplitude. The nuclear 
wave function may be written in the form
'J"JM = ^loore ^  JM (8.2)
where Q> denotes the total wave function for the core 
• core
particles and denotes the same for the extra-core particles.
We may write the nuclear wave function in the form of equation 
(3.2) without antisymmetrizing as our operator is a symmetric 
single particle operator.
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In the impulse approximation the matrix element for the
7
elastic scattering of protons from Li becomes
T M|V| «  < / 4 e ’.r j l  e  tT ~ M ( < 0 | < b  N . 5  ,
I ■ S T ccnc /  M M
where the summation over S 3 p denote the summation over the
7 7
s- and p- nucleons in Li , respectively. For Li , the core
particles are the four s-nucleons and the extra-core particles
are the three p-nucleons only. The total momenta of the core
are zero, and the three p-nucleons are coupled to give the total
momenta of the nucleus.
Evaluation of the matrix element for the core particles
yields
where the form factor FSQ(CV) is given by
Fs o ( ^  =  i ° \ o CT> i
C s ’5)
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fr^Cr) denotes the radial function and a is the oscillator
parameter for the s-nucleons. We have contribution due to the
Mq (q( ) term of the two-body scattering amplitude only, all
the other terms average to zero as the total orbital angular
momentum, spin and isotopic spin of the core are zero^.
The p-nucleori part of the matrix element in (8.3) is
2 2)evaluated using the standard methods as in the inelastic 
scattering case. Since we are considering the elastic
. / , / j / . V
scattering, we have J » J and T = T where ( J T /, j J T> 
denote the final and initial states in the scattering process.
We obtain the following expression for the p-nucleon part
<+
T  M
= 3 h ' T-MjLo)(5l+l) 2-
I
* [<TT I ^  F T> ^ ) +<^ THP^||TT>^)iP
_j_ (
/A.-l
x c i o ' ^ l ^ / u ) l < T T 'l>px T B - i T T > M i - ^
< X T  1 ft X  T >  | 0CT) M  t | c* -o
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where
LC-0 (/ Cl A  T  M t 1t  mt )Ci--a i  n t \ ± ^ 0  (?•*>
( a t + j) /2-
We have omitted the delta functions & and ^V^m^ which yield 
unity.
The selection rules for the elastic scattering becomes
Z T  ^  l  ^  O and M ^ M  (8.8)
for the no spin-flip terms, and , 
a) Z  T ^  K ^  O , M' - M -  0, + 1
*) I %  - 0, ±  1
(8.9)
for the spin-flip terms in the elastic scattering amplitude.
’ 7
The ground state angular momentum of Li is given by
J - so the possible values of t and k from equations (8.8)
2
and (8.9a) are given by t * 0, 1,2, 3 and k - 0, 1, 2, 3 
respectively. Besides this, we have the additional selection 
rule (8.9b) for the spin-flip terms of the matrix element.
The reduced matrix elements are evaluated Using the
64)fractional parentage expanstions for the three p-nucleons 
as in the inelastic scattering case. Evaluation of the matrix 
elements with the given selection rules yields zero for all odd 
values of I. For the no spin-flip terms the allowed values of
-  94 -
£ are ■£, = 0 and 2 only. For the spin-flip terms the allowed 
values of k are k = 1 and 3 only, all the other values of k 
give zero contribution to the transition matrix element. Hence, 
for the spin-flip terms we have contributions to the elastic 
scattering amplitude due to k =1, £ = 0, 2 and k = 3, t = 2
only. The p-nucleon part of the elastic scattering amplitude 
is finally given by
T M
%
T
M  CTr) I T M
= c-o ( x tV x- M | oo) a. j)3 M„G0- M0(&)] F,oCir)
+ (J V\ X - M  - H 0((i)J F ^ t )
+  J ( r 0 /UV. ( j  m ' r - M  I ' M )  ^ ( o o r / x j i ^ s i i f p
3 P°
-F
/U= - i
( X M ■ X- M 13 (a° J A  I'3 V  FK C^ |
X  ( m  0=0 +  M  (&)■■
M |r/U  \ - / X  f (VfO)
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where the form factors F l^) and ^ 2^ )  are £iven ^7
r o° 2.
o
<P
R u C'r) J t v )  d-r
%
F H  OV) = f R  ^ c-r) ^  C%r) T x  d~r
which are the same as given by equation (3.12) and (4.7) 
respectively. •-.-'■.•.-t
From the equations (8 .4) and (8.10) we obtain the amplitude
for the elastic scattering of protons from Li which is given by
T- M  t+ C~0 (x M T-M |zo)i- F Ofr)
5* P3-
4-
x  r ^ ^  Mr, / %
+ 2 . ^ '  C - 0  C X  M  x - m  | 1 / - F )
/ a - -1 '
X F^Clr) +(2°iiM|i/J9 ( ' ^ F ) F ^ )]
+  ( t  w  x - m | 3  /jOC2-0 '/^l3 / ^  H i  F, c%3
5  pa
M ' C « )  + M  C M
i;- / a I,-/*
( 2  72.)
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The expression for |x J is obtained using the symmetry 
properties of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and after 
simplification we finally obtain the following expression:
7 2- ( j A |% ( c O  F e ^  +  0 * 1 +  F ^ c v )
where
F e t  ^  +
and the coefficients A, A , b , A are given by 
A = = i (3A^ + Aq )
^ = ^ j3 = i C A^ - Aq )
B = B* + B ^ =  B1
A = (3A0( - A ^  ) = 2A^ + Aq
and similarly for the other coefficients in the equation (8.13). 
The differential cross-section for the elastic scattering
7of protons from Li is given by
4 ^  = n  t y  (8 .15)
cUl- [q ~  ei.
T Li7
where 1 ^  is defined by the equation (8.13). The
polarization P for the elastic scattering of protons by Li
becomes
- L  P
P I ^  = z [  Ve f\C*(7Fv.) -(Re AC*+ Re A 0 7 ^ ' ^
+ (Re A C *  4 ^  Re BC*) Fj^V)
+ c % sRe Ae *+ ^ Re ® FRicP)
- | R e 6 C p ^ F ^ ) ]
The cross-sections and polarization are calculated using
the expressions (8.15) and (8.16) respectively, for 156 MeV
protons. Results obtained are shown in the figures 12 and 13
54)
together with the experimental results for 155 MeV protons .
The theoretical results for the cross-sections are for 
(i) a * b a 1,72 fm and (ii) a * 1.71 fm b * 2.08 fm, where 
a arid b denote the oscillator parameters for the s- and. p- 
nucleons respectively. The electron scattering results for 
Li^ are not as extensive as those for Li^; the existing electron 
scattering d a t a ^  suggest the former values for the oscillator
- 98 -
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figure 12. The differential cross-sections for elastic scattering of protons
7 5 If)
by Li and the experimental results at 155 MeV , The full and
dashed curves are for a = 1.71 fm, b = 2,08 fm and a = b = 1.72 fm
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figure 13. Polarizations of 156 MeV protons scattered elastically from Li
5 M
and the experimental points at 155 Mev • The full and dashed 
curves are for a = b = 1*72 fm and a = 1.71 fm, b = 2*08 fm 
respectively#
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7
parameters in Li , whereas the latter values fit the data on
■ 5 •'
elastic electron scattering from Li . The cross-section results 
are in good agreement with the experiment except at small angles 
where Coulomb scattering is important. It is not possible to 
distinguish between the case where the oscillator parameters are 
taken to be equal and the one where they are different, except at 
large angles. The polarization results are in good agreement at 
small angles where our calculations are considered to be valid. 
The discrepancy at large angles may be due to exchange effects ,
g
The cross-section for elastic scattering of protons from Li 
has already been obtained using the impulse approximation.
The expression for the differential cross-section for elastic
. . g ■ :■
scattering of protons by Li is given by
f s ,  ' ‘ .
where
j u = (iftiVld2-) F ^  + i- Cll3|X+|t|+ 'Fl“+ I E|i)F^oC^
'&L ^  ' 37
and
( t  F^ ° « + i C 8 'TO
The foim factors FSo and Fj>0 are given by equations (8.5) and 
(8.11) respectively. The coefficients A, B etc. are given by
- '101 -
(8 12)
and similarly for the other coefficients in equation (8.18).
The polarization P for the elastic scattering of protons 
by Li^ becomes
U G
P I / '  - * Re- A C Fu. +  i- R e  6 1 Ffc 0 £ |  C« '^)Po J•&L 
Ll ^
where is defined by the equation (8.18).
The cross-sections and polarization are calculated for 
156 MeV protons using the expressions (8*17) and (8*20) 
respectively. Results obtained are shown in the figures '\k and
CLl)
15 together with the experimental results for 1^5 MeV protons .
The theoretical results are for a = 1.71 fm and b= 2.08 fm which
38)are best fit parameters obtained from analysis of elastic
£
electron scattering data on Li • In this case also we obtain
fairly good agreement with the experiment for the differential
cross-section, except at small angles. The polarization results
also show good agreement with the experimental results. At large
angles there are discrepancy between theory and experiment. But,
the polarization results have the same sign as predicted by the
7plane wave theory unlike the Li case where the experimental
results have the opposite sign at large angles.
In the figure 16 we have compared the results of the
6 7
elastic scattering cross-sections for Li and Li . In both the 
cases the discrepancy between theory and experiment at small^ 
angles is due to the Coulomb effects, which we have not accounted
- 102 -
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The differential cross-section for elastic scattering of 156 MeV 
6 5 if)
protons by Li and the experimental results • The theoretical
curve is obtained with a = 1®71 fm 3-n(i b = 2o08 fm.
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g^ure 15o Polarizations of 156 MeV protons scattered elastically from Li and
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■ the experimental results » The theoretical.curve is for a = 1o7^ fm 
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l5ure 16. The differential cross~sections for elastic scattering of protons
6 7 sh)
from Li and Li and the experimental results at 155 MeV" .
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for in our calculations. The effects of Coulomb scattering
will be quite significant at small angles and a considerable
improvement may be obtained over our calculations. It may be
seen from the results that we obtain striking similarity for the
differential cross-sections and the polarization for these two
nuclei; in both the cases the major contributions to the elastic
2
crossrsections are due to the -F ^ terms in the expressions for
the cross-sections. The contributions due to all other terms
2are negligible in comparison to that due to the F ^ term 
( Figure 17).
From the figure 16 we see that the elastic cross-section for
7 6Li lies above the curve for Li for the same oscillator parameters.
7
This is as expected, since we have an extra nucleon in the Li
nucleus. It can be seen from the figure 16, that the theoretical
7 6curve for Li crosses over that of Li at large angles, when the
oscillator parameters are taken to be the same for both the nuclei
( a = 1.71 fm, b = 2.08 fm ). However, with a single oscillator
parameter for Li ( a = b = 1.72 fm ) the agreement with the
experiment is slightly better than that given by the two
parameter distribution, particularly at large angles. This
6suggests that the p-nucleons in Li may have an extended distribution
.7
and most probably we could fit the results on Li using a single 
oscillator parameter as all the other nuclei in the p-shell.
But, this is not very conclusive as the elastic scattering is
- 106 -
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Figure 17o The differential cross-sections for elastic scattering of protons
6 7 2from Li and Li obtained with the F ^ term only. Both the curves
are for the same values of the oscillator parametersQ( a = 1e71fm,
b = 2o 08 fm. ) _ /j07
85)rather insensitive to these effects , and we have nearly the
same numbers of neutrons and protons in the different shells in
these nuclei. Besides this, the experimental results at large
angles may contain some contributions due to multiple scattering
and inelastic scattering from the low-lying states.
6 7The polarization results for Li and Li agree fairly
well to the experimental results at small angles. We can
consider the calculations to be valid upto about 30° only. At
large angles there are large discrepancies in both the cases.
The calculated polarization for both the nuclei are nearly the
same. The large discrepancy in the experimental results for Li 
7and Li are rather difficult to explain since we have only one
7extra nucleon in the Li nucleus and the results for the elastic 
scattering cross-sections are similar •
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Figure 18» Polarizations in elastic scattering of protons by Li and Li
compared with the experimental results at 155 MeV. The full and
7 6dashed curves are for Li and Li , respectively and have been 
calculated for the same values of the oscillator parameters.
( a = 1.71 fm, b = 2.08 fm.)
PART V
THE (p7 n) REACTIONS IN Li7
7Chapter 9 - Excitation of the analogue state of Li -
7 7
Li (p, n) Be reactions.
The study of (p n) reactions in mirror nuclei has been of
86 87)considerable interest in recent years ' . Experimental
8ft) '
results at high energies (£,100 Mev) which are very few at
present show that this reaction preferentially excites the
isobaiic analogue state of the target nucleus. The angular
distribution of the emitted neutrons shows strong forward
peaking which also indicate the direct nature of the reaction.
The (p? n) reaction may be considered in the following way s
the incoming high energy proton reacts with a neutron in the
outer shell, exchanges its charge and is finally emitted as a
neutron. As a result, the possibility of exciting the isobaric
analogue state of the target ground state becomes considerable
as the nucleons undergo least rearrangement within the nucleus.
This process may be described as the 'quasi-elastic' process and
89)has been studied by Lane using the optical model as in the 
elastic scattering. The optical model used for this process 
contains an isotopic spin dependent term besides the usual form. 
On the other hand this reaction has been considered by Bloom
86)
et al. in the light of direct interaction picture as a tool for 
studying the effective proton-neutron interaction involved in the 
process.
Another type of transition may result due to the (p 7 n)
reactions which may be described as the 1 quasi-inelastic1 
90 )transition . This reaction may excite the analogs of the low- 
lying excited states of the target nucleus which may be strong 
when the corresponding inelastic scattering from the target is 
strong, namely when the states are collective in nature. However, 
we may consider that the possibility of the 'quasi-elastic' process 
is more that the 'quasi-inelastic* process, as in the second type 
of reactions the nucleons in the outershell undergo some rearrange­
ment to give the proper description of the final state besides the 
charge exchange process. All these processes are considered to
be valid at high energies, since at lower energies Coulomb effects
87)
may become quite significant . Another process may become 
important which is the 'knock-out* process, but this may not excite 
the isobaric state.
We wish to study the (p7 n) reactions at high energies so that 
the impulse approximation may be used to describe the process.
We may use the two-body scattering amplitude M(^) which due to the 
isotopic spin dependent terms takes into account the charge
exchange (p , n) or (n9 p) reactions . We take the nuclear wave 
functions to be L-S coupled constructed from lowest configuration
- Ill -
and oscillator radial functions.
7 7
The matrix element for the reaction Li (p^n) Be leading
7
to the excitation of the isobaric analogue state of Li can be
expressed by the equation (A.IS). In the L-S coupling the
7 7 22
ground states of Li and Be may be described as ^3/2 s^a^es
having the orbital symmetry' fjl The isotoptic spin components
are different in the initial and final state (M,j/ M^ ,) wave
functions. Further the incoming particle is a proton and the 
outgoing particle is a neutron (m^ ^  'm^)* Hence, the terms 
containing the delta functions and <5_ / drop out
M T M T
in the expression for the transition matrix element. The 
contributions to the transition matrix element in (p n) reactions 
are then due to the terms labelled j3 of the two-body scattering
amplitude. The transition amplitude for the process
7 7
Li (p? n) Be becomes
c T - M  : / ' —
T. • O k )  = 3 m - ' J  (y ' m 7 - M 11 o ) 0 1+9
Ll JL
x N,. M 0(P)
Y /t\ y“ 3 ~ M  j /
+ 2_c-o (T M T N1!
k- JL,k
X (zk+i)x(io\ w-|k Q  M. w I (VO
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i \ 7where |J , T^ denotes the ground state of Be and |J, T> denotes
n
the same for Li . The quantities ^  jh are defined
by the equation (6.6). The selection rules are the same as given 
by the equations (A.19) and (A.20) for the no spin-flip part and 
the spin-flip part of the matrix element. On substituting the 
values of J, from table , we obtain the following selection
rules for the transition :
t = O, 1, 2, 3 and M = M , (9.2)
a) fe = 0, 1, 2, 3 and M - M = O'+ 1 1
L (9.3)
b) i + 1 ^ k ^ K - l |
for the no spin-flip and spin flip transitions in the matrix
element , respectively.
We evaluate the reduced matrix elements in equation (9.1)
using the selection rules given by the equations (9.2) and (9.3).
7 7The ground states of Li and Be belong to the same orbital
symmetry with the lowest configuration (1p)^ for the
three p-nucleons« Hence, the reduced matrix elements are
6k)
evaluated using the fractional parentage expansions (Appendix B) 
and the formulae given in the Appendix C. Evaluation of the 
matrix elements yields the following expression for the 
transition amplitude :
- 113 -
f f
+  Ct  m  t  - m  | ^  o) 1 A 1  f
V  r -nM T - M f  , ,
Z c ° C-0 )(J M  x
x  [ (o o i /a J i /S)(- A JS") F0 (ft) + (%■ 0 1M 11 k) 4Jz [r
3
+  ( j "  j 3 / 9 ( ^ 01 W 3
5
fv| (£0
where Ffl(^ ) and V  %) are defined by the equations (3.12) 
and (4.7) respectively. For all odd values of d- the matrix 
element vanishes, hence we have contributions due to t — 0 and 
2 only. For the spin-flip part the matrix element is non­
vanishing only for k - 1 and 3? hence we find contributions due 
to k - 1, 3 in the transition amplitude given by equation (9.4).
The differential cross-section for the transition becomes
cLcr
- 49 Idrx £ ^ A (9.5)
where
I I o a i h - ic O + ^ - O b F + ic | + i f i + ieix )| F.
+ J ± -  ( i * M -  i c l 2- )  +  1 L  ( i B i ' +  |a/',+  l F i a ) + i l  ‘ e | X 1 f J c ^
/ x S  St5 3*5 I
_ 4 - ( i b i % ici  +  / F r -  a i E i ^ F . C ^ - l k C V ) )
I b I
114
and the coefficients A, B, etc. are given by A = A ^ =  ^(A^- A^) 
and similarly for the other coefficients.
The polarization P is given by
U  = a. [(Re Re
Re fie'* F,C*>f e  lst ,J" (9.7)
where 1^ is defined by the equation (9.6).
The differential cross-sections are calculated for 156 MeV 
protons using the expression (9.3) and the results are shown 
in the figure 19. We obtain a strong forward peak in the 
differential cross-section due to the (J, = o terms of the 
transition amplitude.
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Figure 19. The differential cross-section for the Li (p,n) Be reaction for 
incident proton energies 156 MeV, as obtained using the impulse 
approximation,, ( b = 1«>72 fra0)
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Chapter 10 Excitation of the 0.43 Mev level in
7 I f  \ 7*Be - Li VP ? n; Be reactions.
We now consider the second type of transitions in the (p? n)
go)
reactions, i.e. the *quasi-inelastic* transitions leading to
7
the excitation of the 0.43 Mev state in Be which is the mirror
■ • . . 7
state of the 0.478 MeV level in Li . The first excited state
7 22(0.433 Mev) of Be may be described as the state in the
limit of L-S coupling scheme with J = and orbital symmetry I?]-
The isotopic spin components are different in the final state and
7
the initial state. The initial state is the ground state of Li
7
and the final state is the first excited state of Be . The 
transition matrix element for the process leading to the
n
excitation of the 0.43 MeV >level in Be is given by equation (9.l)< 
The initial state |JT^ refers to the ground state of Li^, and the
l / 7v , 7
final state j J T > now refers to the first excited level in Be
.7which is the mirror state of the 0.478 Mev level in Li . The 
total angular momentum for the final state is then given by 
(see table 4). Hence, the selection rules for the 
transition are obtained from equations (A.19) and (A.20^  on 
substituting the values of J and from table 4. We finally 
obtain the following selection rules
l - 1 , 2  M = m' (10.1)
a) k V  1 , 2  M -  M = 0,+ 1 '
b) 1 +  l ^ k > | i * l |
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(10.2)
for the no spin-flip terms and the spin-flip terms of the
matrix element.
We now evaluate the reduced matrix elements as in the
previous chapter using the selection rules given by the equations
fid.)
(lO.l) and (IO.2) and the fractional parentage expansions for 
the three p-nucleons (Appendix B). Evaluation of the matrix 
element yields zero contribution due to odd values of Hence,
for the no spin-flip terms we have contributions due to t = 2 
only, and for the spin-flip transitions the contributions are 
due to k ■ 1, t * 072 and k = 2, j, * 2 only. On further
simplification the transition amplitude for the reaction
7 7*
Li (p n) Be becomes
( V  £ )  = C-')T  M ( x
/A. ? - M
Q-i) ( o-'m/ j - m |  1 an)
/ a
X [ (0 01 A* (I F« Ct) + (2- OI 11P) (-^r) FaCt"
+  (t  V
(JO-3)
The differential cross-section is given by
ctc^ = 4 9 x  I ,  (10.4)
diO. B 4
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where
I  =  [  1. ( | A | + | C | i ) +  ±  | E | X +  ( i B l ’ + I C l ^  I F i 2)
6 I 2,5" V y %,5 1000
+  ^1131%- t C i%  |F I  -+• |E  I j*Fc Cc0
+ ■ + ,cl^  1 F,~ F.ft) ^LOV) O 0*5)
15*
where F0 (^-) and F ^ ( are defined by equations (3.12) and 
(4.7) respectively.
The polarization P is given by
I P a sJfS- Re AC*+ 37 Ra Bt* j * F* ■)
B 1000 J
+ 1 Re B C *  F ^ v )  + j| Re. Bt*F.(A) 
(10%)
where I- is defined by equation (10.5) and the coefficients 
d
A, B etc. are given by A^ 3 Bp etc., as in the previous case.
Only th» p terms of the two-body scattering amplitude M(%*)
33)contribute to the charge exchange reactions . Hence, in 
both the reactions only the |8 terms of the two-body 
scattering amplitude appear.
7 7 ^
The cross-sections for the reaction (Li (p5 n) Be ) are 
calculated using the equations (l0.4) and (10.5) for incident 
proton energies 156 Mev. Results obtained are shown in the
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figure 20. In this case also we obtain a forward peak ih the
differential cross-section which is due to the = 0 spin-flip
terms of the transition matrix element. Results of the cross-
n
sections for the (p,n) reactions in Li are shown in the 
figure 21 together with the differential cross-section for the 
excitation of the 0.^73 MeV level. In all these transitions 
the cross-sections are dominated by £, = 0 terms, at small angles.
It can be seen from the figure 21 that the magnitude of the 
cross-section for ’quasi-elastic' process is larger than that
of the 'quasi-inelastic' process but not orders of magnitude
, . 90)larger as was seen m  some cases •
The polarization obtained in the direct (p,n) reactions
are shown in the figure 22. The polarization for the two processes
are calculated using the expressions (9#7) and (10.6) for
incident proton energies 1^6 MeV. In both the reactions the
polarization results are similar.
The study of (p,n) reactions are yet in a preliminary
stage and no definite conclusion can be obtained from our
results until we have experimental results for these reactions.
It would be of considerable interest to have experiments
on the (p,n) reactions at high energies, in order to compare
the results predicted by the theory.
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7 7*The differential cross-section for the Li (p,n)Be (0ok3 MeV) 
reaction at 1^6 Me? as obtained using the impulse approximation. 
( b = 1<,72 fm.)
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figure 21, Comparison of the calculated cross-sections for the (p,n) reaction 
! " 7 .
and (ptp O  reaction in Li , , The cross-sections have been obtained
with the value of the oscillator parameter b = 1,72 fm, and for 
incident proton energies 15b MeV,
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Figure 22a The polarizations of the emitted neutrons in the scattering of
7136 MeV protons on Li , as calculated in the impulse approximation.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
6 7
We have studied a few transitions in Li and Li induced 
by scattering of protons (156 MeV) and also the elastic scattering 
from these nuclei.
6The transition to the lowest T = 1 state in Li have been
investigated in detail. Our calculations failed to produce a
39)shape fit with the experimental results though a magnitude
fit was obtained. Our results for the cross-section could not
be improved above a certain limit by using the intermediate
coupling wave functions and distorted wave calculations. The
discrepancy between theory and experiment may partly be due to
the oscillator functions which are shown to be inadequate in some 
^2 53)cases'' * and partly due to large uncertainties in the experimental
results. £ see note below)
The transitions leading to the excitation of the O.A78 MeV
7
level and the ^.63 MeV level in Li have been studied using the 
shell model. The transitions to the ^.63 MeV level are due to
66 69)electric quadrupole transitions ’ • Our calculations predict
the correct angular distribution for the E2 transitions but failed
to produce the correct magnitude for the differential cross-section.
The magnitude was found to be small by a factor of at least two.
This is also the same as seen in Li , where the excitation .of the
2.18 MeV level is due to E2 transitions and the calculated
35)cross-section is too small by a factor of at least^ two • This
-  12k -
is not very surprising in view of the shell model wave functions 
as it is now known that the shell model fails to predict the 
correct E2 transition rates^ * ^.
7In the transitions to the O.A-78 Mev level in Li which are 
due to mixed M1 + E2 transitions , the calculated cross-section 
is dominated by the I = 0 spin-flip terras at very small angles.
At large angles the main contribution to the cross-section are 
due to the I s  2 terras of the matrix element ( figure 8). The 
experimental results are very few at small angles and suggest 
the transitions to be due to electric quadrupole transitions only. 
In fact the theoretical curve for the 1 = 0  terms reduces to zero 
at Qz? 20°. In order to draw a definite conclusion from our 
results we need accurate experimental results at The
analysis of such a reaction at 25° are not useful in this 
case as the contributions due to the 1= 0 spin-flip terms reduce 
to zero at this angle.
The other reactions studied are the (p,n) reactions in Li • 
(Li^(p,n) Be^ and Li^ (p,n) Be^ - O.A-3 MeV). The calculated 
cross-sections are dominated by the 1 =  0 terms and show strong 
forward peaking. In these cases we obtain similar results for 
the angular distributions as in the inelastic transition to the 
0.^78 MeV level in Li ( figure 21). The experimental results 
on the (p,n) reactions are scanty, hence it is not possible to 
draw any definite conclusions from our results.
It would be of considerable interest to have accurate
- 125 -
experimental results for the reactions studied at small angles,
if it is possible.
Admittedly our method has several limitations (i) we have
used the simplest shell model wave functions, and core excitations
or higher configurations have not been considered.(ii) We have
used the oscillator radial functions which falls off rapidly due
to its gaussian form. The need for a realistic wave function has
52 53)been suggested in (p,2p) reactions in general ’ .
The elastic scattering results are in good agreement with
the experiment as the cross-sections are expressed in terms of 
2
which is obtained from electron scattering experiments. The
contributions from all the other terms to the elastic cross-section
are very small in both the nuclei ( see figure 17 )• The structure
effects for these nuclei cannot be differentiated from the elastic
85)scattering results .
The elastic polarization results are in good agreement with
o
the experiment except at large angles ( ) where we do not
expect the impulse approximation to be valid. The polarization 
results for elastic scattering are essentially independent of the 
details of the structure of the nuclei and depends primarily on 
the t-matrix.
The inelastic polarization results are also in good agreement
with the experiment. Born approximation results are generally
71)considered to hold good, but recently it has been shown that 
the spin-orbit term in the distorting potential is quite significant
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for polarization at small angles.
From our results it seems that (i) we need accurate 
experimental results for the transitions studied in order to
n
test the validity of our shell model calculations, (ii) For Li
detailed calculations with intermediate coupling wave functions
and distorted waves should be ‘done though it has been shown in 
6
Li to be inadequate to explain the discrepancy between the theory 
and experiment.
It may be of interest to study the collective effects (if any) 
due to the presence of higher configurations and core excitation
in the shell model wave functions. Besides this , calculations
with rotational model should be done as there are evidences that
56)
the rotational model may be applied to these nuclei «
92)$ote. The latest experimental results for the transition to
6to the second excited state of Li are in closer agreement with 
our calculations.
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APPENDIX A
BORN APPROXIMATION CALCULATIONS FOR THE MATRIX ELEMENT
In Born approximation the space part of the incoming and the 
outgoing waves of the scattered nucleon may be written as 
exp(~ iu°£) * This may be expanded in terns of spherical 
harmonics :
where the initial and final nuclear states are denoted by the
total angular momentum and isotopic spin of the target nucleus. 
The initial and final isotopic spin states of the incident
Using the expression for M(q) from equation (2• 1 the 
expression A(k ,k) becomes
(Ao 1)
where
(A.2)
On substituting the expression (A.1) for exp(-iq.r) in the
/
expression for A(k ,k) in equation (3*3) we obtain the following 
expression for the matrix element of the transition
A
/ /
quantum numbers J, T and J , T , respectively. J,T refer to the
particle are denoted by ( and ( )» respectively.
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A C &»£) - jjC J M ,T H t ||U.Vjl,o ) JM,T H t^ <^Tnt",-mt M o W
V M >T 'm t'|2 I c Y,,0T u |j M , T m t>
x < i  '"Y|r,,-;U4E Tfnt> M 0(l>)
+ !(-,/{<x V TVlT'|ffxYtl0 V l ™ ' ™ T)
M  1 K  .
+ IC-')*< j K t  M 4 1z \ ,o ' V r , , *IxM,T M T>
A
X  < t  | r , ) i M , c » j . ]  . C * 4)
Since we have assumed the incoming and the outgoing wave function 
for the scattered particle to be independent of spin we get the 
operators M o(?0 i etc* outside the matrix elements.
The target particle operator Y^}0 ^7,/U can exPresse(i 
in terms of irreducible tensors of rank k by contraction with 
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
X i  o & i,a* =H  0 - 0  1 ^  I k  ch )  (A-5)
k A  ■
where T, ( t »1) is a tensor operator of rank k formed in 
k,q
the standard way in the product space ( C|1) » and
T k ^ C X . 0  - 1  U  m  1 H  k  ^ ) \ r y u  ’(a.6)
hYi, M
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The expression ( 6 m  1 / ^ j k  q) is the well known
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. We will follow the notation of 
22)Edmonds for all our calculations,
We now evaluate the matrix elements in equation (A. *0 
for the target particle operators. We may use the Wigner-Eckart 
theorem to factor out the dependence on the magnetic quantum 
numbers j
x  < J /!lTK li.T>,p (A-7)
so that the double bar matrix element is the reduced matrix 
element and is defined by the above relation. The Clebsch- 
Gordan coefficient is simply related to the Wigner 3-j symbol 
for the same angular momenta.
f ’1 2 = (-1)^l“^2“m3 (2j^-1)“^ (j1 m1 j2 m2 )j -m )
\ m1 m2 m3 /
where the expression on the left hand side above is the 
Wigner 3-j.symbol.
We consider each term separately to evaluate the transition 
matrix element A(k’,k). The first term of eqution (k.k) becomes
ii uw ^ I
=. c-0T M (Vm' i-M K°)(Jl+if  
*  < T « ^ ^ >o l l ; r >  >
•C
so that the first term of the expression (A.^ f) becomes
< V  ft T M y  II fX Yl,0 I ™ > T  m t > M aW
= (-0T‘M(J M'T-M|to)C^+0^<VTl|IPXYJJT> 
8<m i , ^ M T , M /  M oC^  (A S )
The second term of equation (A.^ f) becomes
I (-■')* < j t 11 ft Yi 0r, *i Tr><t ^|r^lirwt>H0(«
* i
= I e o ^ 'h ' I I  fxY i)0 lT i r ^ ' T ^
Now,
<t/HT'|t,^ l“r(v'T>= C-91~T+T(» > t mt|t MT0C^a
X <-r'it'Cl llT>  (A-*1)
and
| _ J_ -4-J-
( k  - (-,) *  * ( |->
x <iilr iHk> CA -,0>
Now,
<ilt,l*> - J*,
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so that the equation (A.10) reduces to
^  i ra^ j ^  = (-1) (1 \ J -J m^/ ) J3 (A. 11)
The second term of ACk^k) in equation (A.k) is finally- 
given by
IC'O\ 7 T  I 2 > IJ T><i n j ,*li rnt>M0(ft)
X  L
= <-0T' M a V  J - M l l o )  cal+O’ ^ J T  ll-Z , ft 7  T>
X J? (t ' t) M 0 (BJ) (_A.IZ)
where ■
f  CT,T)= 2 ( - 0 > ( - 9 1' T tT  (2 T + I ) '  ^ C -J3)(t -AT HT\ T M y )
A
X ^ m tli -^t') (A .1-0
The third term of equation (A.Y) separates into
IC-0"<j'l,IIfiYu)aT^ ITT>
(^-.yu<i'M'|IfiYi,0<r,,M |7h> i T'T 2M , M
/JL t
*l\£# (A.14)
Now,
I
= f.LU-01 Ml k%)TRC|r(-t>D| J
t  fc;%-
=  2 < r O T'M ( x ' M ^ : r - M | K ^ ) & k + Cr*(loi;U.|R£ir) 
k1r X < J/HZ?tT KiiT> CA.15)
where T, is obtained from Y,» and is given by equation (A.5) 
k, q .
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We omit the sum over q since q = M  in the equation (A.5)•
Using the expression (A.15) the third term of the transition 
matrix element reduces to
/j i
- I ^ - O ^ I q - O 7 M  (x M  j-m| r <f)(zk+O~z(ioiu-lk.<0 
M  l,R .
x < t 't /1I ?a T k  11 J T >  $ « » * > *  M ..~u (/u6)
The fourth and the last term of the transition matrix 
element separates into
t V ' i  x  £ y ltC\ „  iT  T > < i
^  ’  i M o »
irAA
-  i c - t A Z c - o N :
/ A  X  I
x  M  ( W
Using the equations (A.9)» (A.10) and (A.15) the last term of 
A(k*,k) reduces to
I  (- o^Leo* <xr| I X *  I
/* X  ^
=  I ( - o /UI ^ - ‘)T  m (x ,m 't -m 1r  <v)(&b+!)"/^ ( io i u Ir ^ )
/u R
x <xY||I ? J ^ \ \ T r } f ^ r )  M(_ ^ (A. 17)
t
where f(T^T) is given by the equation (A.13)•
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Collecting all the terms from equations (A.8), (A*12),
(A.16) and (A.17) the final expression for the transition matrix 
element A(k*,k) becomes'V' ■ ftj
A (?.', £) = M CT r\ x - m
*{ < jVVx>tll7T> 5 m ^ m t .
+  <  -  v i  p jx .  117  t >  f  c T ;  t )
+ Z ^ 0 c-■>T “ V  t -h | r  fe f.)
/ A
+  < ^ I f l T , t 1l l J T > / C T /) T ) M ) « ^  C A .„)
If the incident and the outgoing scattered particle be 
the same i.e., for p-p scattering and n-n scattering the delta 
function in the expression < A. 18) yields unity. For the
case of p-n scattering the terms containing the delta function 
5-rt^rt^reduce to zero. (in^y m^)
The selection rules for the transition are obtained from 
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients which appear in the equation 
. (A.18), They are as follows:
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/ +  j y/ V}/ 1 / -  jj and M - M = 0 ( A.19 )
for the no spin-flip terms , and
a) /  + J)/ k )/ | j'- J | and m'- M = q
b) l + '\'?/  k }  11 - 1 | and / A  = q = 0,+ 1 J
(A.20)
for the spin-flip terms of the matrix elements
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APPENDIX B
THE FRACTIONAL PARENTAGE COEFFICIENTS ' *
The nuclear states , |j/,T^ may be expanded in
terms of L-S coupled shell model wave functions with coefficients
©(( L S T ) and L ^ Y )
| J,t) = J_ o( ( L S I ) I L S I i j )
L,S (B-1)
I J,T/.-= V  ot ( l's I ) | 1 S I i J /
L/9 S
where the coefficients ( L S T ) and °C ( L E T  ) are the 
coefficients for the intermediate coupling wave functions. In 
the limit of pure L-S coupling scheme only one of the coefficients 
in the expansion for the wave function is taken to be unity and 
the rest are taken to be zero. Hence in the expressions for the 
wave functions in equation (B.1) we put the coefficients to be 
equal to unity.
h A — A
Since we are considering the lowest configuration (1s) (1p) 
for the nuclear states, we have a core of the four s-nucleons 
and the extra core particles of (1p)n configuration where n = A -h. 
The luclear state is obtained by sutiably coupling the
p-nucleons to give the values J,T, where J denotes the total 
angular momentum and T denotes the isotopic spin of the nucleus.
The excited state jj ,T ^  is obtained by recoupling the angular 
momentum of the p-nucleons, the configuration remaining same.
Of
The quantum numbers L,S denote the totalj^angular momentum and
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total spin, .respectively. These are coupled vectorially to 
giv-e the total angular momentum,J. Thus -in tie pure L-S coupling 
scheme the wave function raav be written as
L S T ; J^ > = pn [>] L S T^ >
where [>] denotesthe symmetry and other quantum numbers. The L-S
j\
coupled wave function of the n particles may be expaded m  terms
a
of L-S states of (n-1) particles and the nth particle using the
Gk)
fractional parentage method developed by Jahn et al.
pn [ M  L S t)> = Z < p n" 1[ > ^ ] L K SA T* Jj Vn l?q L S T)
A-^L^,S^,Ta
* i pn"1lN3L * S* T a  ! t B t i x. S T^> (B.2)
where ,T^ are the quantum numbers which describe
n—1the parent states of the p configuration and the expression 
<  Pn'1l M L *  ’S *  -Ta {I pn L\[ l s t>  is the fractional parentage 
coefficient as defined by Racah. The parent state J pn *[^LA ,SA  
and the one particle state are vectorially coupled to form the 
totally antisymmetric state | pn  ^ tTJ L a  ,S^ ,TA ; £  s t ; L S T ^
The fractional parentage coefficients are the respective amplitudes 
in which the various parent states are represented in the expansion 
They are normalised to give
I l < p n' 1i > ] L 7,s* T. {j pn M L S  T > / 2 = 1 (B-3)
For Li^ we have the three p-nucleons with tke Symmetry £5] °
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The wave functions for the three p-nucleons with the configuration 
(Ip)'' and orbital symmetry \3l are obtained from tables of
6k)Jahn et al. . We obtain the fol3.owing expressions for the three
7lowest states of the nucleus Li :
Ground state - P3/2 M
T o  ( V 3 [ s l ^ p ^ )  » 1  f l * >  I %  7 )  j, 3_
7\
42*
{J f &  (t>*M  ,3s i
I k  (t>1 3 > “ (. ” p-x) - It k ( f H SI•»;l>  ”<v] <»•«:.:
i t
22First excited state-
+, 0 * I > ] ) ' I  <'+4l+> I %  +> J. i
-  1 [ i t  0*1X1 s) *4 C  t l  * [a  IJV  L?! - 7i sl r It
=. [if-f, 0 * " X ) * i t r X K T . n  “ p > 0  
- if k ('Vfs ■. ” t> ” P./0 - it ji G>*m *i>; V X j )  < »•”
Second excited s t a t e ^ 7/? [?]
APPENDIX C
EVALUATION OF THE REDUCED MATRIX ELEMENTS
The reduced matrix elements , Q  an<*
g as defined in the equation (6.6) may be evaluated using the
V
22)following formulae for matrix elements of the single particle 
tensor operators between states of configuration (1p)?, The 
reduced matrix elements for the no spin-flip terms are evaluated 
using the following formulae :
° M t '6 (Ar s i  £  \ 1 V 'A 
x (-,)LA+ S +  'r+ \cax+0C-4J+ 0 < X + 0 ( > L + ^
^ I f t
L J L
( C.1)
and
N „  < E s W  II fx Yxr ,  IIL s J T>
' -  5si Z < ^ > < W >
x e o u + S + T + 't [ c ^ O T + D C a J + j X ^ L + i ) ]  ^
' (0-2>
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where
T; * lc-o\-0 c-^Xa-T-^  ^T <^kll't’ilf^>
A  L i ^  1 J '
X (I a T  M t | t ' m t/ ) 0  ±  ■ m t l ^  » V )  (c„3 )
The reduced matrix elements for the spin-flip terms are
<£> = <i' ^ tV |) f  Tk H l  5 t  t^ > 5Mt'mt
fcjlot
x F G ^ + ' X 2 k-t> ) C ^ ')C^l+ i)(3‘-+0C2s/+'X24+!)]
l-7S + $ 7t ( \J
L  t, t
t o
■5^ 5:
s k ‘
(CA)
and
Q Iup>
= <  l ' 6 J  ' T X || f^Tft r , B L 5 T  7 >  J  Ct '; t )
-  Z < H ' /[ | . ^ > < ^ i l + > C - 0 L'+ S + V 1 + ^  y  
*  |>t'+oot+ OCa te 'H)CaL+0 C=L+ O C 2-4 + 0  O i + £>J
L S 3
L. ' S T
t  I h'j
to
U/ 1;
L  I .  I
Vs. 5; 
■* £ 1
(C.5)X <l,/l|PxYjl.><£l|«-.ll3> x T *
where H/ris defined by the equation (C,3)« The expressions in
-  1^0 -
the curly brackets are the well known 9-j and 6-j symbols 
The reduced matrix elements <V_i_ | <5~ J| /^i- | ^  || i.^ . and
<  A i l & Y *  II * l >  are given by
<4 '<k IIVll £ >
and
22)
o*
<U\\?^\\l'> = < lHiYi I'l3) x j K |1^ ) fxr d-T
o
b /  A
where f is given by equation (A.2) and A.j = = 1 for the 1p
V i  I i' 
U  o o,
Now,
' < 1 H| Yx tl1 = c-0 fcv+D(^+X al+l)
L 4 a
- c-o Cat+oY1 1
\ O O O
For odd values of L equation (C.7) reduces to zero due to 
3-j symbol. Hence, we have
< > M r ill1 for I = 0
c - r£ .2.A / for t = 2
(C.6)
-nucleon.
(C.7)
the
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